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1.1 Introduction 

This Pilot's Operating Handbook is designed for maximum utilis 
ation of the SPEED CANARD. It includes the material required to be 

furnished to the pilot by FAR 23 and it also contains supplemental 
data supplied by the airplane manufacturer. 

 

This handbook is no substitute for adequate and competent flight 

instruction, knowledge of current airworthiness directives and 
applicable air regulations. it is not intended to be a guide for 

basic flight instruction. 

 

Assurance that the aeroplane is in an airworthy condition is the 
responsibility of the owner. The pilot in command is responsible 
for determining that the airplane is safe for flight and he is  
also responsible for remaining within the operating limitations as 
outlined by instrument markings, placards and this PILO'r'S OPERAT 

ING HANDBOOK. 
 

Although the arrangement of this handbook is intended to increase 
its in-flight capabilities, it should not be used solely as an oc 
casional operating reference. The pilot has to study the entire 
handbook in order to become familiar with the operating limit 
ations, performance, procedures and operational handling 
characterisitics. 

 

The handbook has been divided into 10 numbered sections. A tab 
divider serves for quick reference. The limitations and emergency 

procedures have been placed ahead of performance, normal perform 
ance and other sections to provide easier access to information 
which may be required in flight. 

 

Section "Emergency Proced ures" has been furnished with a red tab 

divider. 
 

A vertical line at the left edge of the pages shows the alter 
ations which have been made since the previous issue. 
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1.5 Technical data 

 

Engine Lycoming O-320-DlA 
4-cylinder opposed arrangement, air 
cooled 

3
 

Displacement: 5.2 l (319.8 inch ) 

Power 119 kW (160 hp) at 2700 rpm 

 

Propeller MT-Propeller MTV-6-C/LD 152-07 

3-blade constant speed propeller 

Propeller diameter: 1.52 m (5 ft) 

 
Fuel AVGAS 100 or 100 LL 

Fuel capacity 2 x 80 1 = 160 1 
(42.25 US gal) 

Usable fuel 155 1 (40.94 US gal) 

 

Oil  : HD-oil (aircraft oil) 
Ambient temperature 

Summer more than 15°C (59°F) 
Winter -18° (-0.4°F) to +32°C (89.6°F) 

All temperatures 

Oil capacity 

Safe minimum oil quantity 

 
Oil grade 

D 100 / SAE 50 
D  80 / SAE 40 

15 W-50 or 20 W-50 

8 qts (7.6 1) 

4 qts ( 3.8 1) 

 

Weight of aircraft 

 

' 

 
 

Wing area 

Max. take-off weight 715 kg (1576 lbs) 
Empty weight  * 
Maximum useful load * 
* according to weighing report (Page 6-5) 

• .a x. landing weight 680 kg (1500 lbs) 

 
l'•ain wing 7.84 m2 (84.4 sq. ft) 

Front wing 1.   21 m2 (13.0 sq. ft) 

 

Wing loaaing 

(with reference to a total wing area of 9.05 m2 [97.4 sq. ft]): 
 

Max. wing loading 

Max. power loading 
775 N/m2     (16.18 lbs/sq.ft) 

58.9 N/kW ( 9.85 lbs/hp) 
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1.7 Terminology and abbreviations 

 

a) Airspeed terminology 

 

 

\   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
_\,   

CAS 

 

 
KCAS 

GS 

IAS 

 

KIAS 

TAS 

 

 

VA 

 

 

 

- Calibrated Airspeed = indicated airspeed corrected for 
position and instrument error. 

CAS = True Airspeed in standard atmosphere at sea level 

- CAS expressed in knots 

- Ground Speed= speed of an aircraft relative to the ground 
 

-  Indicated Airspeed= speed of an aircraft as shown on the 
airspeed indicator 

- IAS expressed in knots 

- True Airspeed = airspeed of an aircraft relative to un- 
disturbed air. 

TAS = CAS corrected for altitude and temperature error 
 

-  manoeuvering speed= maximum speed at which application of 
full available aerodynamic control will not overstress the 
aircraft 

- maximum landing gear extended speed 

- maximum landing gear operating speed) 
 

-  never exceed speed= speed limit which may not be exceeded 
at any time 

 

-  maximum structural cruising speed= speed that should not 
be exceeded except in smooth air and then only with 
caution 

 

stalling speed or minimum steady flight speed at which the 
aircraft is controllable 

 

-  stalling speed or minimum steady flight speed at which the 
aircraft is controllable in the landing configuration 

- best angle of climb speed 

- best rate of climb speed 
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b) Meteorological terminology 

ISA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
OAT 

International Standard Atmosphere in which 

1. the air is a dry, perfect gas 
2. the temperature at sea level is 15°C (59°F) 

3. the pressure  at sea level is 1013.2 hPa 
( 29,92" Hg) 

4. the temperature gradient from sea level to the 
altitude at which the temperature is below 

-56.5°C(-69.7°F)is 0.0065°C/m (0.003566°F/ft) 

and 0°C/m (0°F/ft) above this altitude 

Outside Air Temperature) 

Indicated Pressure: Actual indication of the altimeter when the 

Altitude barometric subscale has been set to 1013.2 hPa 

( 29.92" Hg) 

Pressure altitude 

 

 

 

 

 

Station pressure 

Wind 

Altitude measured from standard sea level 
(1013.2 hPa [29.92" Hg)) by a barometric alti 

meter. 
Pressure altitude indicated pressure alti 
tude corrected for position and instrument 
error. In this handbook, altimeter instrument 
errors are considered to be zero 

Actual atmospheric pressure at field elevation 

 

the wind velocities recorded as variables on 
the charts of this handbook are to be under 
stood as the headwind and tailwind components 
of the reported winds 

 

cl Power terminology 

Take-off power 

Max. continuous power 

 

Max. climb power 

Max. cruise power 

 

 
maximum power permissible for take-off 

 

maximum power permissible continuously 
during flight 

 

maximum power permissible during climb 

maximum power permissible during cruise 

d) Engine instruments 

CHT - Cylinder Head Temperature 

EGT - Exhaust Gas Temperature 
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e) Airplane performance and flight planning terminology 

Climb gradient 

 

 

 
Demonstrated cross 

velocity 

the demonstrated ratio of the change in 

height during a portion of climb to the 
horizontal distance traversed in the same 
time interval 

 

velocity for the crosswind component for 
which adequate control of the airplane 
during certification test flights 

 

 
f) Weight and balance terminology 

Reference datum 

 

 
Arm 

Moment 

Centre of gravity 

 

 

 

 

Centre of gravity arm 

 

 
.\_ Centre of gravity 

limits 

 

Usable fuel 

Unusable fuel 

 

Empty weight 

 

an imaginary vertical plane from which all 
horizontal distances are measured for bal 
ance purposes 

 

horizontal distance from the reference 

datum to the centre of gravity of an item 
 

the product of the weight of an item mult 
iplied by its arm 

 

the point at which the airplane would bal 
ance if suspended. Its distance from the 
reference datum is calculated by dividing 
the total moment by the total weight of 
the airplane 

 

the arm obtained by adding the airplane's 
individual moments and dividing the sum by 
the total weight 

 

the extreme centre of gravity locations 
within which the airplane must be operated 
at a given weight 

fuel available for flight planning 

fuel remaining after a run-out test has 
been completed in accordance with govern 
mental regulations 

 

weight of standard aeroplane including un 
usable f el, full operating fluids and 
full oil according to actual weighing re 
port 
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10-5 

oad

 

difference

 

between

 

take-off

 

weight

 

and 

e

m

p

t

y

 

w

e

i

g

h

t 

Max. take-off 

weighmaximum 

weight 

permissible for 

take-off Max. 

landing weight maximum weight permissible for landing 

5,1715 cm Hg 

2,036 in. Hg 

0,06804 atm 

0,0689476 bar 

703,1 kg/m 2 

0,94635 1 

57,749 in 3 

0,1047 rad/sec 

 

0,1550 in 2 

0,001076 ft2 

929 cm 2 

0,092903 m2 

144 in 2 

0,1111 yd2 

2,296 X acre 

square inches (in 2 ) 

,4516 

c

m

2 
 
square kilometres ( km 2 ) 

6 ,944 X 

0,3861 

10- 3 ft 2 

sq. mile 

square metres (m 2 ) 10,76391 
 

ft 2 

 1,196  yd2 

square mile (sq. mile) 2,590 
 

km 2 

yards (yds) 0,9144  m 
 3  ft 
 36  in 
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 2.1 Introduction 
 

This section contains FAA approved data that must be complied with 
according to the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR). Operating 
limits, instrument markings, colour coding and basic placards 
necessary for the safe operation of the aircraft and its systems 
are shown 

Operating limits refering to optional equipment which require 

\._.. handbook supplements can be found in Section 9 (Supplements). 

 

At;t;ent:ion 

 

The Instructions for Continued Airworthiness (ICA) 

require the following inspections: 

 

After 3,000 flight; hours a repetitive inspection 

of structurally significant; items. 

 

After 12,000 flight; hours a special inspection 
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2.3 Airspeed li11litations 

 

Speed 

Manoeuvering speed VA 
Do not make full of abrupt control 

movements above VA 

 

Never exceed speed VNE 
Do not exceed VNE 
during any operation 

Maximum structural cruising speed VNO 

Do not exceed VNO except in smooth air 
and then only with caution 

 

 

 

IAS 

km/h (kts) 

212 (114) 

 

365 (197) 

 

 
285 (154) 

 

Maximum landing gear operating speed VLO 202 (109) 

Maximum landing gear extended speed VLE 202 (109) 

Stalling speed v8 104 ( 56) 

Design cruising speed Ve 285 (154) 

 

 

2.5 Airspeed indicator markings 

Markings IAS 

 
red line (VNE)  365 km/h (197 kts) 

yellow arc (caution range) 285 - 365 km/h (154 - 197 kts) 

green arc (normal operating range) 104 - 285 km/h ( 56 - 154 kts) 
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2.7 Power plant limitations 

a) Number of engines 
 

b) Manufacturer 

c) Type of engine 

d) Operating limits 
 

1. Max . take-off power (5 mins) 
2. Max. rotation speed (during take-off) 
3. Max. continuous rotation speed 
4. Min. continuous rotation speed at power 

settings exceeding 75 % 

 

 

 
1 

 

Lycoming 

O-320-DlA 

 

 

119 k H60 hp) 
2700 min 

2500 min-1 

2400 min-1 

S. Max. cylinder head temperature* 

6. Max. oil temperature 

e) Oil pressure 

Minimum 

Normal (green range) 

Starting, warming-up, taxying, take-off 

f) Fuel grade (minimum grade 100 octane) 

g) Oil grades 

260°C (500,0°F) 

118°C (244.5°F) 

 

 
1,7 bar (24.65 PSi) 

4,1-6,2 bar (60-90 PSi) 

6,9 bar ( 100 PSi) 

AVGAS 100 or 100 LL 

 

Summer 

Winter 

Ambient temperature 

more than 15° (S9°F) 

- 18°- + 32°C (0-70°F) 
any temperature 

HD oil (aviation oil) 

D 100 / SAE 50 

D 80 / SAE 40 

15 W-50 or 20 W-50 
 

h) Propeller manufacturer 

i) Type of propeller 

j) Propeller diameter 

 

MT-Propeller 

MTV-6-C/LD 152-07 

1,52 m (5 ft) 

 

 

 

 

 
* In order to ensure maximum life of the engine, cylinder head 

temperature should be kept between 66°C and 224°C during contin 

uous operation. 
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2.9 Power plant instrument markings 

red line yellow arc green arc yellow arc red line 

 

lower 
limit 

 

caution 

range 

 

normal caution or upper 

operation take-off limit 

range 
Instrument 

Tachometer 

 

(rpm)   800-2500 2500-2700 2700 

Oil tempera 

ture (°C) 

   

40-118 

  

118 

Oil pressure 

(bar) 

 

1 

  

4,1-6,2 

 

6,2-6,9 

 

6,9 

Cylinder head 

temperature (°C) 

   

150-260 

  

260 

Voltmeter (V)     14 

Carburettor 

heat tempera 

ture (°C) 

  

 

-15- +5 

   

Suction 

system (in Hg) 

   

4,5-5,4 

  

 

 

2.11 Weight limits 

a) Maximum take-off weight 
b) Maximum landing weight 
c) Maximum baggage weight 

 

 
715 kg (1576 lbs) 
680 kg (1500 lbs) 

15 kg ( 33 lbs) 
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2.13 Centre of gravity limits 

Forward limit 

at 520 kg (1146 lbs) 303 cm ( 119.3" ) a ft of datum 

at 680 kg (1500 lbs) 303 cm ( 119.3") aft of datum 

at 715 kg (1576 lbs) 306 cm (120.5") aft of datum 

Rearward limit 

at 500 kg (1102 lbs) 318 cm (125.2") aft of datum 

at 715 kg (1576 lbs) 314,4 cm ( 123.8 " ) aft of datum 

The datum used is 321 cm (126.4") ahead of the main wing leading 
edge at the wing root (disconnecting point). Cf. Section 6. 

 

 

 
2.15 Manoeuvre limits 

 

The airplane is certified as a normal category airplane. All acro 
batic manoeuvres including spins are prohibited. 

 

 

 
2.17 Maximum load factors 

+   3,8 g 

- 1,5 g 

 

 

 
2.19 Stalling speed 

 

At MTOW (715 kg/1576 lbs) maximum forward centre of  gravity 
position (306 cm/120.5" ) the "stalling speed" or minimum speed is 

at CAS =    108 km/h (58 kts) [IAS =    104 km/h (54 kts)J .  A t  a lower 
take-off weight and/or a more aft centre of gravity position the 
"stalling speed" is accordingly lower. Minimum speed is obtained 
when the elevator control is fully pulled and/or there is a 
pitching oscillation which is initiated at most centre of gravity 

positions by a rhythmic, partial airflow separation at the front 
wing. 
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2.21 Types of operation 

 

VFR and IFR day and night in non-icing conditions if the necessary 

equip-ment according to FAR 91 and FAR 135 has been installed and 

in operational function. 

 
The following instrumentation and equipment must be in operable 
condition: 

 

airspeed indicator 

magnetic direction indicator 
manifold pressure gauge 
oil temperature gauge 

 

VFR-Day 

altimeter 

rpm indicator 
oil pressure gauge 
fuel quantity for each tank 

landing gear position indicator safety belts & shoulder harness 

 

 
position lights 

VFR-Night (additionally) 

anti-collision lights 

 

IFR (additionally co the above) 
VHF radio communication system VOR and/or ADF to be used 
rate of turn indicator slip/skid indicator 

clock alternator 

artificial horizon directional gyro 

 

It is prohibited to fly in the vicinity of thunderstorms and 
lightning activity. 

 

 

 
2.23 Seats 

2 seats. 

Minimum crew for operation of the aircraft is one pilot. 
The pilot in command occupies the front seat except during in 

struction flights. 

 

 

 

2.25 Fuel 

a) Total capacity 
b) Unusable fuel 
c) Usable fuel 

 

 

2 X 80 1 

 

 

=  160 l (42.26 US gal) 

5 l ( 1.31 US gal) 
155 1 (40.95 US gal) 

This quantity 

side slip. 

of fuel is usable if the airplane is not in a 
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2.27 Gyro suction limits 

 

The operating limits for the gyro suction system are 4.5 to 5.4 

inches of Mercury. 

 

 

 
2.29 Placards 

In full view of the pilot: 

 

The markings and placards installed in 
this airplane contain operating limit 
ations which must be complied with when 
operating this airplane in normal cate 
gory. Other limitations which must be 
complied with when operating this air 
craft in this category are contained in 

the airplane flight manual. 

Acrobatic manoeuvres including spins 

are prohibited. 
This aircraft is approved for day and 

night VFR and IFR flights in non-icing 
conditions if the necessary equipment 
has been installed. Flight in known 

icing conditions is prohibited. 

 

On the instrument panel in view of the pilot: 

 

Hanoeuvering speed 212 km/h (114 kts) 

L 
Hax. landing gear operating speed: 202 km/h (109 kts) 

Near emergency gear release: 

 

Emergency gear down 

Lever forward: gear unlocked and down 
Lever back : gear locked 

 

On baggage compartment 

Below the back seat 

Near the two seats 

 

 
Baggage max. 15 kg (33 lbs) 

No smoking 
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ear the front seat Mi n .   front  seat loading kg ( l bs) 

 

NOTE 

With reference to the empty weight centre of gravity position, the 
minimum front seat loading can vary due to different equipment or 
ballast. The actual minimum front seat loading should be entered 
into the placard accordingly. 

 

Adjacent to fuel tank fill er cap: 

AVGAS 100    or   100    LL 

80   1    (21,12  US   ga.I ) 

 

Adjacent to oil fil ler cap: 

Oil - 8 qts 

Aircraft Oi l 

Summer SAE 50/Dl00 

Winter SAE40/D 80 

 

Near the two brake fluid reservoirs: 

WARNING 

Us e  universal  brake  f l ui  d  according 

t:o DOT 3 or DOT 4 on ly 

 
 

 
2.31 Painting of the airplane 

The entire surface of the SC 01 is painted white in order to pro 
tect the airplane against humidity, ultra-violet rays and in part 
icular against heating. Th erefore, keep the SC 01 clean and polish 
it with special polishes (cf. Section 8.11). 

 

Without the consent of the manuf acturer the painting of the air 

craft may not be changed either in its entirety or in detail (orn 

aments). 

 

 

 
2.33 Outside air temperature 

Maximum  OAT for structure 5 4 ° C   ( 1 29 ° F ) 
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2.35 Altitude limits 

Flight above 18,000 feet is not approved. Flight up to and includ 
ing 18,000 feet is approved if equipped with oxygen in accordance 
with FAR 23.1441 and avionics in accordance with FAR 91 or FAR 

135. 

 

L 
2.37 Noise Level 

The noise level according to FAR 36 App. G is 72 dB. 

Take-off and climb procedures as described in Sections 4.21 and 

4.23 of this manual are mandatory. 
 

No determination has been made by the Federal Aviation Admin 

istration that the noise levels of this aircraft are or should be 

acceptable or unacceptable for operation at, into or out of any 

airport. 
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3.1 Introduction 

 

The necessary procedures for coping with various types of emerg 
encies and critical situations are outlined in this section.  The 
required emergency procedures and those necessary for the safe 
operation of the airplane  as  determined  by  the  operating  and  de 
sign features of the airplane are presented. 

 

Emergency procedures associated with those optional systems and  
equipment which require handbook supplements are given in Section 
9 "Supplements". 

 

The first part of this section  consists  of  an  abbreviated  emerg 
ency  check  list  which  supplies  an  action  sequence  for critical 
situations with little emphasis on the operation of systems. The 
detailed description of emergency procedures provides  the   pilot 
with additional information in order to give him a more complete 
understanding of the procedures. 

 

These procedures are suggested as the best course of action  for  
coping with the particular  condition  described.  However,  they  are 
no substitute for sound judgement and common sense. 

 

Since emergencies rarely happen in modern  aircraft,  their  occurr 
ence is usually unexpected and the best corrective action may  not 
always be obvious. Pilots should familiarise themselves with the 
procedures given in this section and be  prepared  to  take  approp 
riate action if an emergency arises. 

 

More basic emergency procedures such as power-off landings are a 
normal part of pilot training. Although these procedures are  pre  
sented here this information  is  not  intended  to  replace  pilot  
training. 
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3.3 Emergency procedures check list 

Engine failure 

During take-off run: 

Throttle .......................... idling position (full back) 
Brakes ............................ apply max. braking 
Mixture ........................... lean (ful l back) 
Ignition switch .................. OFF 

Master switch .................... OFF 
 

After take-off (if altitude does not allow other checks): 
Gliding speed ..................... 150 km/h (81 kts) 

Mixture ................... .. ..... . lean (full back) 

Fuel valve ......................... OFF 

Ignition switch ..................... OFF 
Master switch ...................... OFF 

Try to continue landing straight ahead 

During flight: 

Gliding speed ..................... 150 km/h (81 kts) 
Auxiliary fuel pump ................ ON 
Fuel valve ........................ check (ON ) 
Fuel supply ........................ check 

Mixture ........................... rich (full forward) 
Throttle .......................... approx. 2 cm ( l" ) forward 
Ignition switch .................... BOTH 

 

If restarting of the engine fails, prepare for emergency landing: 
Mixture ........................... lean (full back) 

Throttle .......................... idling position (full back) 
Ignition switch  ................... OFF 

Fuel valve .........................OFF 

Master switch ......................OFF 

Proceed emergency landing. 

 

At t ent i on 

The stall warning system is i noperati ve wi t h   
the     master   swi t ch  i n  OFF 
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Engine fire 
indicated by a red fire warning light and a permanent audible sig 

nal 

 

Engine fire on the ground (if engine has not been started): 
Fuel valve ......................... OFF 

Mixture ........................... lean (full back) 

Throttle .......................... full power (full forward) 

Starter ........................... crank engine 
 

If the engine has already started and is running, continue oper 
ating thus trying to suck the fire into the engine. If fire con 
tinues, extinguish with best available means. 

 

If external fire extinguishing has to be undertaken: 
Fuel valve ......................... OFF 

Mixture .......................... . lean (full back) 

 

Engine fire during flight: 
Fuel valve ......................... OFF 
Mixture ........................... lean (full back) 

Auxiliary fuel pump ................ OFF 

Master switch ...................... OFF 
Throttle .......................... full power (full forward) 

Prepare emergency landing. 

(Best gliding speed between 150 and 180 km/h (Bl - 97 kts)]. 
Landing gear down and locked at 150 km/h (81 kts) IAS. 

Attention 

 

The fire and stall warning systems are 
inoperative with the master switch in 

OFF 

 

Emergency landings 

Precautionary power landing: 
Choose suitable terrain for emergency landing. Report in 

tention and position of field for emergency landing to radio 
station. Fly across the field for emergency landing. 

 

Landing gear ....................... DOWN 

Safety belts ....................... Check 

Approach speed ............ ........ 130 km/h (70 kts) 

Shortly before touch-down: 
Fuel valve ......................... OFF 

Master switch ...................... OFF 

Ignition switch .................... OFF 

Report emergency landing to the next police station 
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Dead engine landing: 

Gliding speed 150 km/h (81 kts): best angle of descent. 

Choose suitable field for emergency landing within the angle 

of descent area. Report your intention and position  of field 

for emergency landing to radio station. 

 

Mixture ............... .......... .. lean ( full back) 

Fuel valve .......................... OFF 

Landing gear ........................ DOWN 

Master switch ....................... OFF 

Ignition switch ..................... OFF 

Safety belts ........................check 
 

Control angle of descent by speed variation and side-slip. 'l'o uch 

down at minimum speed. 

At t ent i on 

1'he stall war ni n g system is i noper at .i v e 
with the master s1.ritch in OFF 

 
Propeller overspeed 

Thr ottle ............................. re tard 

Propeller control ................. low pitch 

Airspeed ............................red uce 

Per formance level ................. within permitted operation 

range 

 

Fuel system 

Failure of engine-driven fuel pump 

Electrica l fuel pump ON 

\.._ .Electrical failures 

ALT annunciator light .............. check 

Voltmeter ......................... check (normal 12.  5   to 14V) 
If the alternator is inoperative (red light illuminated ), swi tch 

off all unnecessary loads. 

 

Over-voltage (more than ,4V): 

Avionics switch .....................OFF 

All lights (incl . landing light, 

if installed) ................. ON 

Turn and bank indicator .............ON 

Fuel pump .......................... ON 

Voltmecer ................... .. .... check - if voltage is below 

14V , avionics ON again 

 

!  S S \I G    2 06 . 03 . l'.r:JD P,,ge; 3 - 4 
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Landing gear 

Emergency nose wheel extension: 

Airspeed ......................... . reduce to less than 150km/h 

(81 kts) IAS 
Gear selector ..................... DOWN 

Emergency gear extend lever ....... turn forward to detent 

Landing gear light ................. green 

Emergency gear extend lever ....... after 5 secs. back into 

normal position 

 

Landing with gear up or gear unlocked: 

Land on concrete runway if possible 

Approach .......................... normal procedure 
Touch-down ........................ normal procedure 
After touch-down of 

main wheels ........ ............... try to keep nose up by 
means of the elevator 

control as long as 
possible 

After touch-down of 

the nose .......................... use brakes to keep direct- 
ion 

Mixture ........................... lean (full back) 
Master switch ...................... OFF 

Ignition switch .................... OFF 

 

Failure of lateral control 

Airspeed ............. ............. reduce to 250km/h ( 135 kts) 

or less 
Control direction and bank by means of the rudder 

 

Failure of elevator control 

 

The aircraft can still be controlled by the elevator trimming in 
the pitch axis. If lateral and elevator control fail simultan 

eously , trim the aircraft to an airspeed of less than 250 km/h 
(135 kts) and control direction and bank by means of the rudder. 

L 
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\.._ 

Spins /Intentional spins prohibited) 

Recovery: (full deflection) 

Throttle .......................... idling position 
Elevator ........................... push forward 
Rudder ............................ opposite direction of spin 

Ailerons .......................... into direction of spin 

Pitch becomes steeper, spin speed increases. Maintain controls in 
the said position until full elevator efficiency is indicated by a 
distinct pitching down. Then pull out smoothly. Loss of altitude 
approx. 1000 - 1500 ft/turn. 

 

Open canopy 

Before take-off: 

Hold canopy with your left hand and close it. If the remaining 

runway is not long enough for braking, take off as usual (see 

"After take-off"). If runway is long enough for braking, pro 

ceed as follows: throttle to idling position by using your  

right hand (release stick). Keep direction and brake. 

After take-off: 

Hold canopy with your left hand and close it. Continue climbing 

at 150 km/h (81 kts) to safe altitude level. 

Without canopy safety device: Hold canopy and train one-hand 

operation of stick, throttle and trim. Land immediately 1 
If canopy is not locked but safety device is hooked in: Land im 
mediately I 

 

 

 
3.5 Detailed emergency procedures 

 

The following paragraphs supply additional information for the 
purpose of providing the pilot with a more complete understanding 
of the causes and recommended actions in order to facilitate re 
action in eventual emergency situations. 
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3.7 Airspeed for safe flight operations 

The following airspeeds are most important for the safe operation 

of the aircraft. They are valid at maximum gross weight under ISA 

conditions at sea level. 

 

Changes in loading, state of engine , of aircraft and of equipment 

as well as different atmospheric conditions and piloting technique 

may influence these values. 

a) Vy Best rate of climb speed 150 km/h ( 81 kts) IAS 

b) Vx Best angle of climb speed 130 km/h ( 70 kts) IAS 
c) VA Manoeuvring speed 212 km/h (114 kts) IAS 

d) VNO Max. operating speed in 
turbulent air 285 km/h (154 kts) IAS 

e) Approach speed 150 km/h (    81 kts) IAS 
f) VLE Max. landing gear extended speed 202 km/h (109 kts) IAS 
g) VLO Max. landing gear operating speed 202 km/h (109 kts) IAS 

h) Max. demonstrated crosswind velocity 15 kts 

 

 

3.9 Engine defects 

 

During take-off run (with an appropriate length of runway ahead): 

Throttle back to idling position and apply full brakes. Retard 
mixture control and switch OFF ignition and master switch. 

After take-off: 

Maintain gliding speed of 150 km/h (81 kts). Fully retard mixture 

control, close fuel valve and turn OFF ignition and master switch. 

Try to land straight ahead and avoid direction changes, if poss 

ible. Never try to turn back to the runway.  Usually altitude is  

not sufficient for safe return to the airfield. 

During flight: 

Maintain gliding speed of 

cent). Try to restart the 
check if fuel valve is in 
sufficient. Set mixture 
approx. 2 cm forward. 

150 km/h (81 kts) (best angle of des 
engine, turn on auxiliary fuel pump and 
the ON position and the fuel supply is 
control to "ri ch" and push throttle 

 

 

3.11 Engine start during  flight 

Cf. 3.9 "Engine defects during flight" 
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3 .13 Fire 

Engine fire on the ground: 
First try to draw the fire back into the engine. If the engine has 
not started, move the mixture control to full lean position, open 
the throttle and close the fuel valve. Begin to crank the engine 
with the starter in order to pull the fire into the engine. 

 

If the engine has already started, continue operating and try to 
pull the fire into the engine. If the fire continues longer than a 
few seconds, fight fire externally with the nearest extinguisher. 
The best way to reach the carburettor is via the cooling air in 
let. If external extinguishing is to be undertaken, turn OFF the 
fuel valve and move mixture control to "full lean". 

 

Engine fire during flight: 
The possibility of an engine fire during flight is extremely re 

mote. The procedure given below is general and pilot judgement 
should be the deciding factor for action in such an emergency 

situation. The installed fire warning lamp indicates an engine  
fire during flight. Simultaneously, there will be a permanent 
warning signal. 

 

In the case of a fire warning during flight, first check that it is 
not a false alarm (turn or yawing, smoke emission). Then turn 
OFF fuel valve, set throttle to idling position and mixture con 
trol to "full lean". When the fire has been extinguished, the 
warning signal stops (check if the smoke emission has really 
stopped ). Extend landing gear and prepare emergency landing. 

 

 

 
3.15 Glide 

We recommend the following procedure for a glide following engine 

failure: 

Maintain best gliding speed , i.e. 150 km/h (81 kts). The angle of 
descent can be controlled by means of speed variation and side 

slip. 

 

To obtain optimum angle of descent, retract landing gear. The best 
glid e ratio is 1:13. This glide ratio, however, can only be 
achieved by an aircraft in good condition,  with  clean wings, 
stopp ed propeller and retracted gear. 
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3.17 Emergency landings 

Precautionary power landing: 

If the engine is still running and fuel suffices for at least 
another 15 minutes, have a careful look for a suitable terrain for 
an emergency landing considering such factors as size of field, 
orientation for headwind landing, obstacle clearance of approach 
sector, obstacle clearance of possible overrun area, surface con 
dition and smoothn ess. As soon as the decision for an emergency 
landing has been made and a field has been selected, report your 
intention to the ATC unit or to any reachable airfield. Do not 
forget to report your position. If necessary, use  the 
International Emergency Frequency (121.5 MHz). 

 

Before landing, the selected field should be re-examined by a low 

level overflight. Then extend the landing gear, check the safety 
belts and make a normal straight approach. Proceed final steadily 
at 130 km/h (70 kts) maintaining usual glide path with normal 
landing technique. 

For safety reasons shortly before touch-down: 

Fuel valve ......................... OFF 

Master switch ...................... OFF 

Ignition switch .................... OFF 

 

Attention 

 

The stall warning system is inoperative 
with the master switch in OFF 

 

After landing, secure the aircraft and inform the next police 

station. 

 

Landing following engine fail ure: 

If a loss of power or complete engine failure is noted, immedi 

ately look for an adequate field for an emergency landing. Reduce 

speed to 150 km/h (81 kts) which corresponds to the best angle of 

descent and maintain this speed. If enough altitude is available, 

the pilot can select the best possible field under consideration  

of size, orientation for headwind landing, obstacle clearance of 

approach sector and landing run area, surface conditions. If there 

is still some time available, contact the ATC unit or the next 

reachable airfield or the crew of another aircraft or use the 

International Emergency Frequency (121.5 MHz) to report the immin 

ent emergency landing. 
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If time is available during the emergency landing approach, check 
the fuel valve (0 ) and switch on the fuel pump  to see whether 
that might have been the cause of engine failure. This attempt 
should, however, not prevent the pilot from operating the aircraft 
( perhaps the co-pilot can assume this functio n in the meantime) 

because the final approach has to be flown consistently. If re 
starting the engine still fails at an altitude of 600 - 1000 ft, 
prepare your emergency landing as follows: 

Mixture ........................... lean (full back) 

Gear ............................. DOWN 

Master switch ...................... OFF 

Ignition switch .................... OFF 

Safety belts ....................... check 
 

On base leg, control altitude by shortening or extending gliding 
distance. On final, control the angle of descent by speed vari 
ations or by side-slip. On short final, maintain 140 km/h (75 kts) 

and touch-down at minimum speed. 

Attention 

The stall warning system is inoperative 

w.i t h  the master switch in OFF 

 

Do not forget to secure the aircraft after landing and to inform 
the next police station as soon as possible. 

 

 

3.19 System failures 

Propeller overspeed: 

Propeller overspeed is usually caused by a malfunction in the pro 
peller governor. In the event of oil pressure loss, the propeller 

blades rotate to full low pitch. If propeller overspeed should 
occur, retard the throttle and set the propeller governor to full 
low pitch. Then reduce speed and try to set power within the per 

missible operating range. 

 

Fuel system/Failure of engine-driven fuel pump: 
Decreased engine power can be a sign of a failure of the engine 
driven fuel pump. In this case, switch on the electrical fuel pump 
as a precaution. 
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Electrical failures: 
If  an  electrical  failure  should  occur,  first  check  the  power 
supply. The illuminated red alternator light indicates that the 
alternator is inoperative. The battery voltage then falls below 

12.5V. In this case, switch off all unnecessary loads thus reduc 
ing consumption of residual battery power. Ignition is independent 
of the battery so that there will be no engine failure even if the 
electrical system fails completely. 

 

If over-voltage (more than 14V) is caused by an inoperative 
governor, first switch off the avionics in order to avoid damage. 

Turn on the remaining loads (in particular the lights) thus trying 
to reduce battery voltage. Once voltage  falls below  14V,  switch 
the avionics on again. 

 

Unintentional misalignment of the elevator trim: 
If the elevator trim moves forward for approx. 3 secs ( 50 % of 
trimming range) due to pilot error or malfunction, the loss of 
altitude can be up to 200 ft when the airplane is pulled out im 
mediately after the said 3 seconds. 

 

Landing Gear 
Emergency nose wheel extension: 
Before an emergency extension of the nose wheel, check the circuit 
breaker for the landing gear and make sure that the master switch 
is in the ON position. 

 

After switching off all unnecessary loads, make another attempt to 
extend the landing gear electrically. For an emergency nose wheel 

extension reduce speed to below 150 km/h (81 kts) IAS. Set gear 
selector in the DOWN position and turn the emergency gear extend 
lever forward to detent in order to release the mechanical locking 
device. Supported by gravity, the nose wheel is extended by means 
of a gas pressure spring. The nose gear is entirely extended when 

the green control light is on. 

 

Warning 

Approx. 5 Secs after, set back the emergency 
nose wheel extend lever into the normal pos- 

ition in order to lock the extended gear 

Gear-up emergency landing: 
If the wheel is jammed to that even an emergency extension is not 

possible, a gear-up emergency landing has to be made. If possible, 
use a concrete runway. Normal approach and normal landing. After 

touch-down, keep the nose up as long as possible by means of the 
elevator. Only after the nose has touched the ground, use the 
brakes thus trying to keep the direction. 
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Emergency braking: 
If one of the main gear brakes fails , control of the airplane is 

extremely limited and only by means of the rudder or in the dir 

ection of the brake still working. Braking is no longer possible. 
For emergency braking, first turn the gear switch UP, then operate 
the emergency gear extend lever (release,  lever forward) as soon 
as the nose lowers down thus initiating a gear retraction. The 
fuselage trails on the ground thus  decelerating the  airplane. 

'l'here is a relatively low danger of ground loop especially on 
level terrain. 

 

 

 
3.21 Spins 

Intentional spins are prohibited in this airplane. 

Should the airplane spin in spite of its distinct natural stall 

characteristics  (pitching and rolling), regard the following 
special features . 

Warning 

 

2 e manufacturer urgently warns against 

intentional spins and disregarding the 

directives 

 

Airplane movements during a spin are very strong, uncommon and de 
pendent upon the CG position and the control input. At forward 

COGs, the tendency to spin is lower, the stalling movements, how 
ever, are stronger and the pitch and roll oscillations more dis 
tinct. 'l' he turn rate as well as the pitch attitude can differ 
greatly while spinning. The loss of altitude is approx. 1000 -  
1500 ft per spin revolution. 

 

If there is a symmetrj_c aj_rflow separation at the main wing and 
the airplane does not spin, the SPEED CANARD is in a "stalling 
flight". The airplane stalls in a horizontal position at low for 
ward speed and a rate of descent of approx. 5000 ft/min. 

For termination of the "stalling flight": 
Push elevator control and put rudder and aileron control into a 

neutral position. 
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Spin Termination 

 

The following spin termination standard 
procedure is mandatory for the SC 01: 

- Throttle to idling position 
- Push elevator control 
- Rudder control against spin direction 
- Aileron control in spin direction 

All control .inputs are full deflections 
 

When terminating the spin according to the described  procedure, 
the nose of the airplane pitches distinctly, the roll speed in 

creases and the airplane continues rotating for another 3/4 re 
volution until air flow is attached again. Termination of spin is 
indicated by a distinct pitching down. Then set rudder and aileron 
control to neutral and pull out the airplane smoothly by means of 
the elevator control. 

 

 

 
3.23        Open canopies 

In the event that the canopy has not been locked and the canopy 
safety device is not shut (without safety device) due to an in 
sufficient ground check, the canopy will open after take-off. 

Attention 

 

Hold an open canopy with your left hand 
and try to close it. 

A widely open canopy can degrade the 
flight characteristics. Furthermore, 
it can break away and damage the pro- 

peller 

 

This, however, will become dangerous if the pilot can no longer 
concentrate on his main task, i.e. operating the aircraft. Con 
tinue climbing while holding  the canopy with your left hand; try 

to keep it closed. Climb at a normal climb rate [150 km/h (81  
kts)J to safe altitude. Then, for a short period of time, release 
the side stick to use your right hand for operating trimming, 
throttle and speed regulation. If the canopy cannot be closed com 

pletely it must be held with the left hand in spite of a hooked-in 
canopy safety device. The safety device can disengage during 
turbulence, vibration or slip manoeuvres. 

Practice one-hand operation of the airplane before preparing to 

land. 
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3.25 Main control failures 

Failure of lateral control: 

In the event of a failure of the lateral control, the SPEED CANARD 
cannot recover from an existing bank at high speed by using the 
rudder. Reduce airspeed. This will immediately lead to a raising  
of the hanging wing. Direction and bank can then be controlled by 
means of the rudder. Airspeed should not exceed 250 km/h (135 kts) 

L 
after a failure of the lateral control has occured. 

Failure of elevator control: 

In the event of a failure of the elevator control, the SPEED  
CANARD can be controlled by the elevator trimming within the speed 

range of 120 to 300 km/h (65 to 162 kts). 
 

If lateral and elevator control fail simultaneously, reduce 

airspeed to less than 250 km/h (135 kts) 

 

 

 
3.27 Icing during flight 

Flight in icing conditions is prohibited. 

 

If icing is encountered, immediate action should be taken to fly 
out of icing conditions. Icing is dangerous due to greatly reduced 
performance, loss of forward visibility, change of flight 
characteristics and failure of power and fuel system. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

This section describes the recommended procedures for the conduct 

of normal operations with the SPEED CANARD. All of the required 
procedures and those necessary for the safe operation of the SPEED 
CANARD as determined by operating and design features of the air 

plane are presented. 
 

Normal procedures associated with those optional systems and 
equipment which require handbook supplements are provided by 
Section 9 "Supplements". These supplements are provided to supply 
information on procedures which are not the same for all aircraft. 
Pilots should familiarise themselves with the procedures given in 
this section in order to become proficient in the normal oper 
ations of the airplane. 

 

The first portion of this section consists of a short form check 
list which supplies an action sequence for normal operations with 
out presenting the normal operation of the systems in detail. The 
detailed normal procedures, however, provide  precise information 
on the procedures and how to perform them. This portion of the 
section is not intended for use as an in-flight reference due to 
the length of the explanations. The short form check  list should 

be used for this purpose. 

 

Note 

The SPEED CANARD has two non-coupled rudders. It 
is, therefore, possible to operate the two pedals 
simultaneously (e.g. for braking after landing). 
In order to avoid unintentional deflection of one 
or both rudders,  the pilot must restore the 
pedals to normal position after each rudder oper 
ation and be sure that his feet rest lightly on 
the pedals. In particular, make it quite clear to 
passengers not to rest their feet on the pedals. 
Please take special care on this matter during 

instruction and training flights. 
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4.3. Airspeeds for safe operations 

 

The following airspeeds are significant for the safe operation of 
the airplane. These figures are valid at max. gross weight unter 
ISA conditions at sea level. 

 

Changes in loading, state of engine, of aircraft and of equipment 
as well as different atmospheric conditions and piloting technique 

ay influence these values. 

a) Vy   Best rate of climb speed 150 km/h ( 81 kts) IAS 
b) Vx   Best angle of climb speed 130 km/h ( 70 kts) IAS 
c) VA  Manoeuvering speed 212 km/h (114 kts) IAS 
d) VNO Max. operating speed in 

turbulent air 285 km/h (154 kts) IAS 
e) Approach speed 150 km/h (   81 kts) IAS 
f) VLE  Max. landing gear extended speed    202 km/h (109 kts) IAS 
g) VLO  Max. landing gear operating speed   202 km/h (109 kts) IAS 
h) Max. demonstrated crosswind velocity 15 kts 

 

 
 

4.5 Normal procedures check list 

Preparation 

Airplane status ................... airworthy, papers on board 
Weather ............................ suitable 
Baggage ........................... weighed, stowed, tight 

Weight and centre of gravity ...... within limits 

Navigation ......................... planned 

Charts and navigation equipment ... on board 

Performance and range ............. computed and safe 
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1. Master switch ..................... ON 

Landing gear ........................ DOWN 

Fuel quantity ..................... adequate plus reserve 

Stall warning ....................... check 

Master switch ....................... OFF 

Ignition switch ..................... OFF 
Mixture control ................... lean (full back) 

-  1 
Throttle .......................... idling position (full back) 

Landing gear switch (rear panel) .. UP (if installed) 

2. Canopies .......................... clean, no cr·acks, hinges, 

locking device, canopy 

safety device, ventil 

ation 

 

3. Fuselage, left side ............... surface clean, no damage, 
static port clear, 

antenna check 

 

4. Left strut ........................ no damage, cowling fixed, 
brake, no oil leakage 

 

5. Left tyre pressure and tread adequate 

slip marking o.k. 

6. Air inlet ......................... clear 

 

7. Left wing ......................... surface clean, no damage 

 

8. Left winglet ...................... surface clean, no damage 

 

9. Position lights ................... no damage 
Strobe lights ..................... no damage 

 

10. Rudder control, left hand ........ free, hinges secured, re- 
storing to detent 

11. Aileron, left hand ............... free, attachment fixed and 
secured, hinges secured 
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12. Fuel cap, left open, check quantity, close 

check fit of cap 

 

13. Oil quantity ...................... adequate 
 

14. Engine cowlings .................. no damage, screws secured 

15. Fuel system ....................... drain 

16. Propeller ........................ no damage, blades secured, 
no oil trace from the 

blade-shank cuffs 

17. Spinner 

18. Exhaust 

no damage, secured 

no damage, secured 

19. Tank standpipe ..................... free 
 

20. Fuel cap, right .................. open, check quantity, close 
check fit of cap 

 

21. Aileron, right hand free, attachment fixed and 

secured, hinges secured 

 

22. Rudder control, right hand ....... free, hinges secured, re- 
storing to detent 

 

23. Position light ................... no damage 
Strobe light ..................... no damage 

 

24. Right winglet .................... surface clean, no damage 
 

25. Right wing 

26. Right tyre 

surface clean, no damage 

pressure and tread adequate 

slip marking o.k. 

27. Right strut ...................... no damage, cowling fixed, 
brake lining adequate, 

no waste oil 

28. Fuselage, right side ............. surface clean, no damage, 
static port clear, 

antenna check 

 

29. Elevator ................... ...... no damage, free, hinged 

screws fixed and secured 

- 
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30. Front wing surface clean, no damage, 

secured 

 

31. Pitot ............................ clear, free 

Landing light .................... no damage 

32. Nose wheel ....................... pressure and tread adequate 
flutter brake smoothly 

operative, suspension of 

nose gear strut o.k., no 

other damage 

 

Caution 

Any loose articles on or in the vicinity of the 
aircraft are a danger to the pusher propeller 

 

Inside check 

 

Cabin ............................. no foreign objects inside 

Baggage compartment ............... seat closed and locked 

Back seat ......................... if not in use, fasten seat 

belt 

Seat belts ........................ check and fasten 

Controls .......................... free and checked 

 

Engine control 

Master switch ..................... ON 

Avionics switch ..................... OFF 

Nose gear lamp ...................... green 

Fuel valve ........................ ON 

All circuit breakers ................ pressed 

Strob e lights ....................... ON 

Auxiliary fuel pump ................. ON 

Mixture ........................... rich (full forward) 

Carburettor heat .................. cold (full forward) 

Propeller pitch control ........... starting position (full 

forward) 

Throttle .......................... approx. 2 cm (l") forward 

Propeller area .................... CLE AR 

Brakes .............................. apply 

Primer knob ......................... press 

- 
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Note 

 

The length of time during which the primer  knob must 
be pressed is dependent upon the outside temperature. 
At low temperatures the primer knob should be pressed 
up to 5 secs. At standard temperature approx. 2 secs 

are    sufficient;. 
 

'..... 
Magnetos (ignition key) .......... . 

 

Note 

BOTH, then press t e PY 
and start engipe'- J! 

.,,. 

Release key immediately after engine has started / 

 

Oil pressure check 

Caution 

 

If there is no oil pressure indication within 30 secs 

after starting the engine, shut down the engine 

immediately 

 

Throttle warm up at 1200 min-1 

Caution 

 

At high outside temperatures, too long a ground 
operation of the engine may lead to overheating 
the engine. Note maximum oil and cylinder head 

temperature 

\ Avionics ............................ ON 

Auxiliary fuel pump ................. OFF 

Gyro suction gauge ................ check 4.8 to 5.2 in Hg 

 

Taxying 

Chocks 

 

 
removed 

Manoeuvering area ................... clear 

Canopies .......................... closed and locked 

Throttle .......................... apply slowly 

Brakes .............................. check 

Nose wheel ........................ when operating one brake, 

the nose wheel should 

trail 

Instruments ......................... check 

/I _ 
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Before take-off - ground check 

Navigation lights ................. as required 

Avionics switch ................... check ON 
Auxiliary fuel pump ............... ON 
Nose gear lamp ..................... green 

Throttle .......................... 1800 min-
1
 . _

1
 

Magneto check ..................... max. drop 175 min , max. 

d f!rrence in drop 50 
min 

Carburettor heat .................. warm (full back). Dr p 

approx. 20-30min- then 

cold (full forward) 

'rhrottle ..... ............. .. ..... . 
 

Propeller pitch control .......... . 

 

 

 
Note 

2000 min- 

pull back until 1500 min-1 

then full forward. Check 

speed incfease to 

2000 min- 

If engine is cold, repeat chis procedure three times 

 

Throttle ..................... .. ... 1200 min-1 

Engine instruments ................. check 

Elevator trim ..................... check setting range, set 

for take-off 

Controls free, full travel 

Cabin ............................. pedals and side stick free 

Canopies .......................... closed and locked 

 

Take-off 

 

Aircraft .......................... line up 

Directional gyro .................. check setting 

Brakes ............................. apply 
Throttle ...................... .... full power 

Engine instruments .............. .. check ,min. speed 2550 min-1 

(ISA conditions at sea 

level) 

Brakes ............................. release 

Elevator ........................... neutral 
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Accelerate to rotation speed [approx . 80 - 100 km/h (43 - 54 kts)] 

Elevator .......................... pull until airplane is 

rotating then release 

slightly 

Take-off and accelerate to 150 km/h (81 kts) 

Gear ................................ UP 
Trim .............................. set 

Engine speed ...................... check 2600 - 2700 min-
1
 

Nose gear lights .................. both extinguish as soon as 

gear is up 

At sufficient altitude 

Auxiliary fuel pump 

 

 

Throttle 

Propeller pitch control .......... . 

 

OFF 

 

 

 
25 in Hg manifold pressure 

recomm nded 

2500 min- 

Mixture ........................... rich (full forward) 

Cylinder head temperature ........ . in the green 

Oil temperature ................... in the green 

 

Cruise 

 

At cruising altitude accelerate to cruising speed and set desired 

engine speed. 

 

Throttle .......................... manifold pressure according 

to power setting table 

Propeller pitch control ........... set desired cruising speed 

according to power 

setting table (max. 2500 

min- ) 

Mixture ........................... at power settings under 75% 

lean to best performance 

or best economy (cf. 

4.25) otherwise to max. 

70°C before Peak EGT (on 

rich side), watch cylin 

der head temperature I 

Trim ................................ set 
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Descent 

 

Carburettor heat .................. warm (full back) 

Mixture ........................... adjust gradually with des- 

cent to a richer mix 

ture (gradually forward) 

Propeller pitch control ........... as req uired 

Throttle .......................... as required 

L 
Cylinder head temperature ......... in the green 

Note 
 

If the cylinder head temperature is below the green, 
add flight segments with higher power setting to 

keep temperature in the green 

 

Approach and landing 

Cabin ............................. pedals and stick free 

Fuel quantity ..................... MLW of 680 kg/1500 lbs kept 

Carburettor heat .................. warm (full back) 

Airspeed .......................... reduce to under 202 km/h 

(109 kts) IAS 

Auxiliary fuel pump ................ ON 

Nose gear .......................... DOWN 

Throttle ................. ....... .. as required 

Approach speed .................... 150 km/h (81 kts ) IAS 

 

On short final 

 

Throttle .......................... idling position (full back) 

Propeller pitch control ........... max. speed (full forward) 

Touch-down speed ................ .. approx. 120km/h (65kts) IAS 

 

Go-around 

Throttle 

 

 
full power (full forward ) 

Carburettor heat .................. cold (full forward) 

Airspeed .......................... 

Nose gear ................ ........ . 

Trim .............................. 

min. 130 km/h (70 kts) IAS 

UP 

set 

 

at sufficient altitude 

Aux. fuel pump .................... OFF 

Climb speed ....................... 150 km/h (81 kts) IAS 
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After landing 

Carburettor heat .................. cold (full forward) 

Aux. fuel pump ..................... OFF 

 

Parking position 

Avionics switch .................... OFF 
Strobe/navigation lights .......... OFF 

1
 

Throttle ....... ,.................. 1000 min- 

Short circuit check ............... undertake (ignition OUT 
then BOTH again) 

Mixture ........................... lean (full back) 

Ignition switch .................... OFF 

Master switch ..............., ..... OFF 

 

 

 
4.7 Detailed normal procedures 

 

The following paragraphs provide detailed information and explan 
ations of the normal procedures necessary for the safe operation  
of the aircraft. 

 

 

 
4.9 Preparation 

 

The aircraft should be given a thorough pre-flight and walk-around 

check. Flight preparation should include the following: 

- the aeroplane's operational status 
a check that all necessary papers and charts are on board and in 
order 

- a computation of weight and centre of gravity limits 
- take-off distance and in-flight performance 

The baggage should be weighed, stowed and tied down. 
 

Passengers should be briefed on the use of safety belts, ventil 

ation controls and canopy locking, advised that smoking is pro 

hibited and cautioned against handling or interfering with con 

trols, equipment, canopy handles, etc. 
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All factors relating to a safe flight including detailed weather 
briefing and navigation preparation should be checked before the 
intended flight. 

 

 

 
4.11 Pre-flight check 

First turn on the master switch and check fuel supply and fuel in 
dication with the nose gear fully extended. Adequate  fuel should 
be indicated for the flight plus reserve. The stall warning system 

should be checked by moving the sensor in the leading edge of the 
left canard wing. Before reaching the upper limit the warning horn 
should sound. Turn the master switch off to save the battery. 

 

Check that the ignition switch is off, that mixture  control is 

full back (full lean) and the throttle is in the idling  position 
in order to prevent an inadvertent start while checking the pro 
peller. Check that canopies are clean and that there are no  
cracks. Check hinges and the locking device for damage. Be sure 

that the canopy safety device will hook in properly. Check that  
the side windows move smoothly (additional ventilation). 

 

Check the left hand side of the fuselage for damage and that the 
static port is clear and the antennae fixed. Check left main gear 
strut for damage, fixed fairings, adequate brake lining and waste 

oil. Check left tyre for proper pressure, adequate tread and 
correct slip marking. 

 

The air inlet should be clear so that cooling cannot be infringed. 
Check left wing and winglet for damage and clean surface. Check 
position and strobe lights for damage. Check that the left rudder 
is free and moving properly, that the hinges are secured and that 
restoring is to detent. 

 

Check that the left aileron is free and moving properly, that the 
hinges are secure and that attachment is secure and tight. Open 
left fuel cap to check fuel quantity and colour.  Close fuel cap 
and check that it is screwed tight. 

Open cowling inspection shutter and check oil supply (4 - 8 qts = 
3.8 - 7.6 1). For the maximum distance range 8 quarts (7.6 1) are 
necessary. Check engine cowling for damage and  screwings. Drain 
the fuel system at the lowest point of the wing stubs and at the 
lowest point of the fuel system. 
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Check propeller for damage and secured blades. Check that there is 

no oil from the blade shank cuffs. Check that the spinner is not 

damaged and secure . Check that the exhaust is not damaged and se 

cure. Tank standpipe and by-pass borehole should be clear in order 

to ensure tank ventilation. 

 

Check right aileron and  rudder as described  for the left-hand  

side . Check right position and strobe lights as described above. 

Check right wing and winglet, right tyre and gear strut and the 

right side of the fuselage as described for the left-hand side. 

 

Check the right side of the elevator for damage, free movement and 

that the hinged screws are fixed and secured. Check that the front 

wing is secured, undamaged particularly near the bolts and the  

hinge sheets. Check that the surface is  clean. A  contaminated 

front wing will affect the aerodynamics of the aircraft. 

 

Check that the pitot is clear. Check the landing light for damage. 

'l'y re   pressure  in  the  nose  wheel  should  be adequate.  Check  tyre 

tread and the smooth operation of the flutter  brake. When moving 

the nose wheel strut, there must be a distinct frictional resist 

ance caused by the flutt er brake. Check suspension of nose wheel 

strut, gear fairings and the remaining parts for damage. 

 

Check left side of the elevator in the same way as described  for 

the right-hand side. 

Caution 

 

Any loose articles on or in the 

v.ic inity of the aircraft are a 
danger to the pusher propeller 

 

 

 
'-._, 4.13 Inside check 

 

Before entering the cockpit, check for foreign objects  inside 

(back seat too). Check the front seat for adequate  ballast loading 

( lead sheet). 'l'he sea t which serves as a cover for the baggage 

compartment should  be closed and locked. If the back seat is not  

in use, fast en and tighten the safety belts. 

 

After entering the cockpit, fasten and tighten the safety belts. 

Fasten passenger's safety belt and brief him before entering the 

aircraft. Check that controls are free and moving properly (dir  

ection of deflection). Passengers have to keep pedals and  the 

stick free. 
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4.15 Starting Engine 

After switching ON the master switch, turn avionics switch OFF, 

check the fuses and turn strobe lights ON. Check fuel valve (ON) 
and nose gear light (GREEN). Turn auxiliary fuel pump ON. Mixture 
(full rich), propeller pitch control (max. speed) and carburettor 
heat (cold) full forward. Move throttle approx. 2 cm (l") forward. 

Caution 

Before sr.arr.ing r.he engine, r.he pilot has r.o 
cake care char. r.he propeller is clear (look 

ar. bor.h sides and inform or ask onlookers). 
Take care char. everything has· been picked up 

from r.he wings and r.he fuel ranks. 

 

If the propeller is clear, apply brakes and start engine. First 
press primer knob to inject fuel. At low outside temperatures, the 

primer knob should be pressed up to 5 secs. At standard temper 
atures, approx. 2 secs suffice. Turn magnetos to the BOTH position 
by means of the ignition key. Then press the key and start the 
engine. Once the engine is running, release the key. Turn avionics 

switch ON and check oil pressure. If no oil pressure is indicated 

within 30 secs ( in the green), shut down the engine immediately 
and have it checked. 

Warm-up is at 1200 min-
1
. Too long a ground operation particularly 

at high outside temperatures may overheat the engine. It is, 
therefore, necessary to watch oil and cylinder head temperatures. 

Once the engine is running, turn off auxiliary fuel pump and check 

gyro suction gauge for a reading between 4.8 and 5.2 in Hg. 

Nor.e 

 
Limit of starter cranking 30 seconds. If r.he 
engine does nor. sr.arr., wair. a few minutes be 
fore engaging scarcer again. Do no engage r.he 
sr.arr.er immediately after releasing ir.. This 

may damager.he sr.arr.er mechanism 
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4.17 Taxying 

Remove chocks from the wheels and check to make sure the manoeuvr 

ing area is clear. Always apply the throttle slowly. Before taxy 

ing, the brakes should be checked separately ( direction guiding) 

and together (braking). The nose wheel should turn properly. Check 

instruments (attitude gyro, turn and bank indicator, compass, dir 

ectional gyro) while taxying. 

 

 

 
4.19 Before take-off - ground check 

 

Before take-off , a thorough check should be made using the check 
list. Before applying the throttle to check  the magnetos, make 
sure that the cylinder head temperature is 100°C or above. For en 
gine check, head the aircraft, if possible, into the wind. Press 
mixtyre and propeller controls fully forward. Set speed lo 1800 
min- . Check magnetos. Do not allow more than a 175 min-  drop.  
The maximum dffferential drop between the magnetos should not ex 
ceed 50 min- . Watch for a smooth turning over of the engine. 
Operate carburettor  heat. A difference of  between  approx. 20 and 

30 min-
1 
should be recorded  between carburettor  heat ON and car 

burettor heat OFF. 

Check propeller governor at a speed of 20  0 min-1. Pull propeller 

pitch control until a reading of 1500 min- and then push it fully 

forward.  A speed of  2000 min-1 should be obtained  again. Repeat 
this procedure three times ( four to eight times in cold weather) 
to supply the pitch mechanism with sufficient oil in order to pre 

vent failure of the propeller pitch control. 

Retard the throttle to reduce engine speed to 1200 min-1. Check 
engine gauges (oil pressure, oil temperature, cylinder head 
temperature, battery voltage, manifold pressure). Minimum cylinder 
head temperature is 150°C. Check flight control instruments and  
set altimeter. Check that all controls are free with full travel. 
Check that the canopies are securely locked once again. 
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4.21 Take-off 

 

After the aircraft has been lined up, set directional gyro and 
apply the brakes. The normally recommended procedure for take-off 
is to push the throttle full forward and mixture to full rich. 
However, if take-off occurs at high altitudes (above 5000 ft) or  
at high temperatures, lean the mixture to obtain smooth operation. 
Watch cylinder head temperature. The engine should not be allowed 

to overheat. If necessary, enrich the mixture so that temperature 
returns to normal. 

Caut;ion 

 

On grass runways, part:icularly when t:hey are soft; 
and uneven, t:he t:ake-off run dist;ance .may be so 
increased t;hat; rot;at;ion speed cannot; be achieved. 

In t:his case, be prepared for a sudden st;op. 

 
 

Push throttle full forward and check that speed lies between 2550 

and 2650 min-1 (ISA conditions at sea level). 

Not;e 

 

The maximum speed is lower if t;he act;ual 
condit;ions differ from t;he ISA condit;ions, 
i.e. lower air pressure, higher elevat:ion 

and/or higher t;emperat:ure 

 

Release brakes and accelerate with elevator control in neutral 

position. To begin with, keep direction by means of the brakes, 

then by the aileron and rudder only. Before fully reaching rot 

ation  speed,  pull  elevator  control (to detent) at approx. 80 to 

100 km/h (45 to 53 kts). After rotation (lifting of the  nose 

gear), release the stick slightly and accelerate to an airspeed of 
150 km/h (81 kts) so that the aircraft does not lift off with the 

elevator control fflly pulled. Engine speed should lie between  
2650 and 2700 min- . Retract landing gear and adjust trim. Turn  
off auxiliary fuel pump at sufficient altitude and check that both 
gear lights are out indicating gear up. 
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4.23 Climb 

After take-off the best angle of climb speed (120 - 130 km/h= 65 
- 70 kts) IAS should only be maintained if proved necessary due to 

landscape conditions. Usually, the best rate of climb speed ( 150 
km/h= 81 kts) IAS should be maintained at full power until ade 
quate terrain clearance and safe altitude are obtained. 

 
At this point engine power should be reduced slightly. Proceed 

climbing at a maximum rpm of 2500 min-1. If engine power is to be 
reduced below 2500 min- , always reduce manifold pressure first by 
means of the throttle, then propeller speed according to the Power 

Setting Table in Section  5, For cruise climb, an airspeed between 

150 and 200 km/h (81 - 108 kts) is recommended. During cruise 
climb, control cylinder head temperature and oil pressure and keep 
them in the green, if necessary by increasing airspeed or reducing 
power. 

 

Note 

Especially within the low speed range, turns 
and attitude changes should be made with the 
aileron and rudder control. The controls 
should be operated smoothly to prevent yaw 
ing conditions. The yaw string on the canopy 
must always be in alignment with the longi 
tudinal axis. During slow flight, the air- 

craft shows a distinct adverse yaw moment 

 

 

 
4.25 Cruising 

 

At cruise altitude accelerate to the desired cruising speed and  
set engine power in accordance with the Power Sett\Ilg Tables (Fig. 

5-11 A-D). A maximum permanent speed of fSOO min- should not be 
exceeded and a minimum speed of 2400 min- is required with engine 
power exceeding 75 % • Lean the mixture to best economy or best 
power according to the corresponding cruise altitude. 

 

Best economy 

 

Retard mixture control until exhaust gas temperature (EGT) indic 
ation shows maximum value (Peak EGT setting). If necessary, push 
mixture control forward until the temperature falls to a level 
about 10°C below Peak EGT (rich side). If the engine does not run 
smoothly, the mixture setting is too lean. Combustion is imperfect 

and the mixture control must be pushed forward until the engine 
runs smoothly. This can occur before Peak EGT has been reached. 
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Best power 

Retard mixture control until exhaust gas temperature (EGT) indic 

ation shows Peak EGT. Push mixture control forward until a temper 
ature of 60° to 70°C below Peak EGT (rich side) has been reached. 
These settings should be made slowly due to the sluggishness  of 
the indicator, be checked from time to time (smooth running of the 

engine) and be reset after changing altitude, speed or manifold 

pressure. During 75 % performance or more, you should  not lean 
more than 70°C before Peak EGT (rich side). 

 

For maximum service life , a cylinder head temperature of 224°C 
(435°F ) should not be exceeded during cruise operation. Should the 
cylinder head temperature be too high, it can be reduced by en 

riching the mixture, by reducing power or by using any combination 
of these methods. 

 

During flight the pilot should monitor the weather conditions and 
should be alert to conditions which could lead to icing. If car 
burettor icing is to be expected, place the carburettor heat con 
trol immediately in the "ON" position (warm). 

Warning 
 

Flight in icing conditions is prohibited 

 

When flying in sunny weather, it is recommended to wear some form 
of head-gear in order to prevent heat- and sunstroke. 

 

During flight fuel supply and engine instruments should be monitored 
constantly. 

 

 

 
4.27 Descent 

 

During descent the carburettor heat control has to be turned on in 
order to prevent carburettor icing and a cooling down of the en 

gine. During descent, i.e. while descending to denser  air masses, 
be careful not to increase power with too lean a mixture. In order 
to  prevent  this, the mixture should  be enriched as altitude  de 
creases  and  be fully enriched below an altitude of 5000 ft. 

1
The 

propeller may be left at cruising speed. A speed of 2300 min- is 

recommended. However, if propeller speed is reduced, it should be 
done after the throttle has been retarded. If cylinder head 
temperature falls below the green, add flight segments with a  
higher power setting to keep the temperature in the green. 
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4.29 Approach and landing 

Before landing check maximum landing weight (680 kg/1500 lbs). If 
the take-off weight was higher, the corresponding fuel quantity 
must be consumed before landing. 

 

During approach proper alignment is important. The aircraft can be 
controlled by aileron and rudder operation (yaw string in 

longitudinal direction). Intentional changes of direction and 
attitude cannot be carried out by means of aileron control alone 
due to the relatively high adverse yaw moment. 

 

We recommend a relatively flat approach. Control the angle of 

approach by varying engine power, airspeed or by sideslip.  In 

order to achieve a steeper approach angle, reduce speed to 130 - 

140 km/h (70 - 75 kts) and set throttle to idling position. 

If sideslip is to be used to increase the rate of descent, it 

should be carried out by means of the aileron at an airspeed of 

150 km/h (81 kts). The controls have to be operated smoothly and 
slowly to avoid abrupt attitude changes. After deflecting the 
rudder (opposite), control direction with the aileron control 
(stationary sideslip) and avoid extreme yaw angles. 

 

During approach at an airspeed of slightly less than 160 km/h (86 
kts) and with gear up, the throttle control should be retarded to 
check the gear warning system (horn). 

 

On downwind 
Reduce airspeed (max. 202 km/h [109 kts]), extend the gear, check 
for mixture rich, carburettor heat warm, auxiliary fuel  pump on 
and gear down (green light on the panel). Proceed approach at 
approx. 150 km/h (81 kts). On short final, the throttle should be 
retarded to idling position and the propeller pitch control should 
be set to maximum speed (full forward). Operate the aircraft 
smoothly and touch down at a speed of approx. 120 km/h (65 kts). 
After touch-down of the nose wheel, apply brakes, as required. 

 

If a crosswind landing or a landing during high wind or rain is 

necessary, approach with higher than normal speed (plus approx. 10 
- 20 km/h [5 - 10 kts]) for better cont ol and a higher stalling 
speed. During a crosswind approach, hold a  crab angle into the 

wind  or sideslip. The maximum demonstrated  crosswind  component is 

15 kts. Touchdown  speed should be increased  to 130 - 150 km/h (70 

- 81 kts). 
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4.31 Go-around 

If there are any uncertainties on final approach, go around im 

mediately. 
 

Full power and carburettor heat full 

airspeed decrease below 130 km/h (70 

4.21/4.23). 

 

forward. Do not let the 

kts). Normal climb (cf. 

 

 

4.33 After landing 

As soon as possible turn carburettor heat control off to prevent 

unfiltered air being sucked into the engine. 
 

Turn off auxiliary fuel pump. Before engine shut-down switch off 
the avionics and all1 strobe and navigation lights. Move throttle 
control to 1000 min- . Switch ignition off and on again immedi 

ately to check the functioning of the ignition switch (short cir 
cuit check). Mixture control to full lean. After shut-down, switch 
off ignition and take out the key. Put nose gear into parking 

position (UP, gear is semi-retracted) and switch off the master 
switch. After leaving the aircraft, lock the canopies and secure 

the aircraft with chock blocks or by entirely retracting the nose 
wheel thus putting it down on its metal buffer. 

 

 

 

4.35 Rain 

Flight performance 

The high quality aerodynamics of the SPEED CANARD require a high 
quality surface in order to guarantee the indicated flight 
performance. Rain (even drizzle) can affect the aircraft's surface 

thus increasing the drag and decreasing the lift. Flight perform 
ance such as take-off run distance, climb rate, cruising speed and 
landing run distance decreases accordingly. 

 

Flight characteristics 

When entering a rain area, the aircraft will be nose-heavy for a 

short time so that horizontal flight has to be trimmed a little 
tail-heavy. Stalling characteristics remain· the same though the 
stalling speed is increased by up to 15 %. Approach speed should, 

therefore, be increased by approx. 10 - 20 km/h (5 - 10 kts) when 
landing in rain. 

L 
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4.37 Stalling characteristics 

Minimum speed is reached when the elevator control is fully pulled 
and/or there is a pitching oscillation at most of the centre of 
gravity positions which is indicated by a rhythmic, partial air 
flow separation at the front wing. Under symmetric flight cond 
itions (with the yaw string in its correct position) no airflow 
separation at the main wing can occur so that the SPEED CANARD is 

sluggishly controllable even at a minimum speed. Turbulence and/or 
small non-symmetrical flows (e.g. aileron control movements) can 
cause a super-position of the pitching movement by roll and yaw 
oscillations. This flight attitude must be corrected as quickly as 
possible by slightly pushing the elevator control because the roll 
and yaw movements could lead to greatly increased oscillation. At 
medium to aft centre of gravity positions, "stalling flight" (to 
stop, push the elevator control) or extreme yawing angles can cause 

the SPEED CANARD to spin (for spin termination, cf. Section 3. 21). 
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5.1 General 

This section provides all the required ( according to   FAA   regul 
ations) and complementary performance information for the SPEED 
CANARD. Performance data associated with   those   optional   systems 
and equipment which require handbook supplements are provided in 
Section 9 "Supplements". 

 

 
 

5.3 Introduction -- Performance and flight planning 
 

The performance information presented in this section is based on 
measured   flight  data  corrected   to  standard  atmospheric  conditions 
( ISA = 15°C and 1013. 2 mb at sea level). The values for various 
weights, altitudes, temperatures, etc. are based on calculations. 

 

The performance charts are unfactored and do not make any allow 
ance for varying degrees of pilot proficiency or mechanical deter 
ioration of the aircraft. This performance can be achieved by 
following  the  stated  procedures  in  a  properly  maintained  aircraft. 

\.
 

A  contaminated  surface (e.g. insects) or rain can decrease  the 
cruise performance by up to 10 % and the climb rate by up to 15 %. 

The influence of conditions not considered in the charts must be 
estimated by the pilot. Such conditions are, for instance, the 
effect  of  bad (wet, uneven, high grass) grass runways and 
crosswind on take-off and landing performance or the effect of 
winds on range and maximum  duration  of  flight.  Flight  duration  can 
be grossly affected by improper leaning so that inflight fuel flow 
and quantity checks are imperative. 

 

IMPORTANT 

L To achieve charc performance, 

follow che charc procedures 

 

Section 5. 5 ( Flight planning example) outlines  a  detailed  flight 
plan using the performance charts. Each chart includes its own ex 
ample   to    show   how   to   use    it. The usable fuel quantity  refers  to 
normal flight   conditions.   If   you  fly   a   certain   period   of   time 
(i.e.  several  minutes) with a banking wing, the entire fuel will 
flow  to the outer part  of one tank  so  that  the unusable  quantity 
of   fuel   may increase   to   more   that   5  1  ( 1.  32 US gal) which may 
result in engine trouble. 
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5.5 Flight planning example 

Assumptions: 

Empty weight 447 kg 985.5 lbs) 
Empty weight moment 150192 cmkg 130.382 lbs.in) 

Pilot  79 kg 174.1 lbs) 
Passenger  65 kg 143.3 lbs) 
Fuel  150 l 39.6 US gal) 

Baggage  4 kg 8.8 lbs) 
 

Total distance 
Cruise altitude 
Cruise performance 

1050 km 567 NM) 

9000 ft 

65 % 

 
 

 
Pressure altitude 

Temperature 
Head wind component 

Length of runway available 

Field of 

departure 

1000 ft 

20°c 
10 kts 

850 m (2789 ft) 

Field of 

destination 

870 ft 

22°c 
8 kts 

730 m (2395 ft) 

 

a) Loading 

The first step in planning a flight is to calculate if aircraft 

loading and centre of gravity are within the limits. The calcul 
ations necessary are described in detail in Section 6.11. 

The following loading is valid for our example: 
 

Weight 

(kg/lbs) 

Lever arm 

(cm/in) 

 

Moment 

(kgcm/lbs.in) 

 
\......- Empty weight 447/985.5 336/132.3 150192/130382 

 Pilot (front seat) 79/174.1 193/ 76.0 14060/ 13233 
 Passenger (rear seat) 65/143,3 302/118.9 21016/ 17038 
 Fuel 150 l 110/242.5 312/122.8 34320/ 29779 

 Baggage (max . 15 kg/33 lbs) 4/ 8.8 275/108.3 1100/ 954 

 
Loaded aircraft 705/1554.2 312/123 220489/191386 

 

At a total weight of 705 kg (1554.2 lbs) and a centre of gravity 
position of 312 cm (123 in), the aircraft is within the approved 
limits (cf . Fig. 6-6: Approved moment range at 705 kg: 215 000 - 

222 000 kgcm). 
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b) Take-off 

After dealing with aircraft loading, all aspects of take-off have 

to be considered. All of the existing conditions at the departure 

airfield must be acquired and evaluated. 

 

Fig. 5-5 gives information concerning length of runway and the 15m 
(50 ft) barrier distance for the theoretical departure airfield. 

The conditions and calculations for the sample flight are listed 
below: 

 

1. Pressure altitude 
2. Temperature 
3. Wind component 
4. Length of runway available 
5. Length of runway required with 

k = 0,95 (Fig. 5-5) 
Take-off run distance (Fig. 5-5) 

15 m barrier take-off distance (Fig. 5-5) 

Departure airfield 

1000 ft 

20°c 
10 kts 

850 m (2789 ft) 

 

370 m (1214 ft) 

560 m (1837 ft) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.., 
The required length of runway for take-off is available. Please 

calculate at least 2 1 (0.53 US gal) of fuel for starting the 
engine, taxying, ground check and take-off ( for warming up and 
delays add the necessary fuel accordingly). 

At;t;ent;ion 

 
The ot;her performance chart;s used in t;his 

flight; planning example do not; consider 

wind influence. The effect; of winds must; 

be calculat;ed by t;he pilot; when comput;ing 

climb and cruise performance 

 

c) Climb 
 

Climb performance data for the chosen cruise altitude are provided 
by Fig. 5-9. Once fuel consumption, time of climb and climb dis 
tance for the cruise altitude are known, the same data must be de 

termined for the departure airfield. The  difference  between 
cruise altitude and departure airfield altitude gives fuel quant 
ity and time and distance necessary for climb. 
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The following values result from the above instructions in our 

flight planning example: 

1. Cruise pressure altitude 
2. Pressure altitude (departure airfield) 
3. Time of climb (9.5 min - 0.9 min) 
4. Distance (22 km - 2 km/11.9 NM - 1.1 NM) 

9000 
1000 

8.6 
20 

 

ft 
ft 
min 
km (10.8 NM) 

5. Fuel consumption (6.5-0.71/1.7-0.2 US gal) 5.8 1 ( 1. 5 US gal) 

 

d) Cruise 
 

The cruise distance is calculated by subtracting the distance to 

climb [calculated under c)] from the total flight distance. Select 

the desired cruise power setting according to Fig. 5-11. Fig. 5-13 

provides the true airspeed for the corresponding pressure altitude 

and the fuel flow required for the selected power setting. ( Note 

that these values are only valid for a mixture leaned to best 

power). 
 

The cruise time is determined by dividing the cruise distance by 
the cruise speed and the cruise fuel by multiplying  the cruise 
fuel flow by the cruise time. 

 

The cruise calculations established for the flight planning ex 
ample are as follows (no wind effect): 

1. Total distance 
2. Cruise distance [d(l) - c(4)] 
3. Cruise power (Fig. 5-11) 
4. Cruise speed (Fig. 5-13) 
5. Fuel flow (Fig. 5-13) 
6. Cruise time [d(2) / d(4)] 
7. Fuel consumption [d(5) x d(6)] 

1050 km (567 NM) 
1030 km (556 NM) 
65 % 

269 km/h (145 kts) TAS 

32 1/h (8.45 US gal/h) 
3 h 49 min 

122 1 (32.23 US gal) 

 

e) Total time of flight 
 

The total flight time is found by adding the time to climb and the 
cruise time. (A ttention: The value  for the time to climb is in 
minu tes and must be converted into hours before adding it to the 
cruise time). In our example: 

Total time of flight: c(3) +  d(6) 3 h 58 min 
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f) Total fuel consumption 
 

The total fuel consumption (without reserve) is found  by adding  

the fuel consumption on the ground, the fuel to climb and the  

cruise fuel. The fuel weight is found by multiplying it by O. 73 
kg/1. In our example: 

Fuel consumption (without reserve): 

'- b + c(S) + d(7) 
=

 2 + 5,8 + 122 
0.53 + 1.5 + 32.23 

129,8 1 X 0,73 

34.26 US gal 

94,8 kg 

209 lbs 

 

At;t;ent;ion 

 

The example does not; include any reserve 
values for reaching an alt;ernat;e air 
field, for holding, et;c. The pilot; has t;o 

add t:hese  values t;o t:he fuel consumpt:ion 
required for t;he flight; (dist;ance t;o 
alt;ernat;e  airfield, doubt:ful wind infor- 

mat;ion, et;c.) 

 

g) Landing 
 

Before the flight all aspects of landing  have to  be considered. 

All of the existing conditions at the destination airfield must be 

acquired and evaluated. 

 

Fig. 5-19 gives the information concerning appropriate length of 

runway necessary for landing run and the 15 m (50 ft) barrier 

distance for the theoretical destination airfield 

 

Destination airfield 

1. Pressure altitude 
2. Temperature 
3. Head wind component 
4. Length of runway available 
5. Length of runway required with 

correction factor L = 0,9 
Landing run distance (Fig. 5-19) 

15 m barrier landing distance (Fig. 5-19) 

 

870 ft 

22°c 

8 kts 

730 m (2390 ft) 

 

280 m ( 919 ft) 

600 m (1968 ft) 
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Airspeed calibration 

(Indication errors not considered) 

 

 

 
 

Example: IAS 240 km/h  (129.5 kts) 

CAS 237 km/h (128.0 kts) 
 

Figure 5-1 

Airspeed calibration 
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flun                           

                   

 

Take off distances 

Conditions: 

take-off procedure cf. 4.21 
runway paved, flat and dry 

weight MTOW = 715 kg/1576 lbs 

 
Example: 

OAT 

Pressure alt. 

Head wind 

 

 
20°C 

1200 ft 
10 kts 

forward COG position 

Climb speed 150 km/h (81 kts) IAS 

MTOW 

COG position 

650 kg/1433 lbs 

309cm/121.6in 

 

At lower take-off weight and/or aft 

COG position, the take-off run 

distance is reduced by the cor 

rection factor k. 

 

Correction factor for take-off run 

distance: 

 

Correction factor k=0,85 

Take-off run dist.340m/1 115ft 

15m (50 ft) barrier take-off 

distance 510 m ( 1673 ft ) 

Caution 
The take-off distance 

grass runway , flat, dry : 

crosswind, 10 kts each : 

max. demonstrated cross 

wind velocity         

1\119l e be tween d1recllon 

g 1.  35 

s   =  1.20 

15 kts 

can greatly increase on 

up-slope runways, bad 

grass runways and strong 

crosswind 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

'- 
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Climb performance 

Conditiony: 
2500 min- , full power, 
gear up 
Climb speed 150 km/h (81 kts) IAS 
forward COG position 

 

 

Example: 

OAT 4°C 
Pressure alt. 5000    ft 

Mass 650 kg/1443 lbs 

Rate of climb 1040ft/min 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-7 

Climb performance 
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Time, distance and fuel to c imb 

Conditions: 

2500 min-1, full power, 

gear up 

Climb speed 150 km/h (81 kts) IAS 

 

 
Example: 

Airfield pressure alt. 1000 ft 

Cruise pressure alt. 9000 ft 

no wind Fuel 6.5 - 0.7 

(1.7 - 0.2 

Time 9.5 - 0.9 

Distance 22 - 2 

(11.9 - 1.1 

5.8 l 

1.5 US gal) 

8.6 min 

20 km 

10.8 NM) 

 

 
 

F'igure  5-9 
Time, distance and fuel t.o climb 
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Fuel and power setting table , Lyco ming O-320-DlA 

Manifold  pressure (in Hg) 

for 45 % of rated power (72 hp)* 

Fuel flow 25 1/h (6,6 US gal/h) 
 

Pressure 

altitude 
Temp. Speed (m.in- 1) 
ISA 

(ft) (OC) 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 

 

0 
 

15 19.3 

 

18.7 

 

17.9 

 

17.2 
 

16.9 
 

16.7 

1000 13 19.0 18.3 17.6 17.0 16.7 16.4 

2000 11 18.7 18.0 17.3 16.8 16.4 16.1 

3000 9 18.3 17.7 17.1 16.5 16.2 15.9 

4000 7 18.0 17.5 16.8 16.3 15.9 15.6 

5000 5 17.8 17.2 16.5 16.0 15.7 15.4 

6000 3 17.5 17.0 16.3 15.7 15.5 15.2 

7000 1 17.2 16.7 16.0 15.5 15.2 14.9 

8000 - 1 16.9 16.5 15.8 15.3 15.0 14.7 

9000 -3 16.6 16.2 15.6 15.1 14.8 14 .5 
10000 -5 16.4 15.9 15.3 14.9 14.6 14.3 

ll000 -7 16.2 15.7 15.1 14.8 14.4 14.1 

12000 -9 16.0 15.5 15.0 14.6 14.2 14.0 

13000 -ll 15.8 15.3 14.8 14.4 14.0 13.8 

14000 -13 15.6 15.1 14.6 14.2 13.8 13.6 
15000 -15 15.4 14.9 14.4 14.1 13.6 13.5 

16000 -17 15.2 14.7 14.2 14.0 13.4 13.3 
17000 -19 15.0 14.5 14.1 13.8 13.3 13.2 
18000 -21   14.0 13.7 13 .1 13.0 
19000 -23    13.5 12.9 12.8 

20000 -25      12.7 

 

 

* Best power, leaned to 60° - 7 0 ° before Peak EGT (cf. Section 
4.25). When leaning to best economy the engine power decreases 

by approx. 3 - 5 %. The fuel flow decreases by approx. 10 - 15 % 

 
Note: To maintain constant power correct manifold pressure by 0,1 

.in Hg for each 3°C variation in outside temperature away 

from standard altitude temperature. Add manifold  pressure 

for temperatures above standard. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-llA 

Power setting table for 45 % power 
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0 15 21.8 21.0 20.2 19.6 19.2 18.9 

 
 

Fuel and 2ower setting table, Lycoming O-320-DlA 

Manifold pressure (in Hg) 
for 55 %   of rated power (72 hp) * 

Fuel flow 28.5 1/h (7.5 US gal/h) 

Pressure Temp. Speed (min- 1) 
altitude ISA 
(ft) (OC) 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

1000 13 21.5 20.8 20.0 19.3 19.0 18.6 
2000 11 21.1 20.5 19.7 19.1 18.8 18.4 

3000 9 20.7 20.2 19.4 18.9 18.5 18.1 

4000 7 20.5 19.9 19.2 18.6 18.2 17.8 
5000 5 20.2 19.6 18.9 18.4 18.0 17.6 
6000 3 19.9 19.3 18.7 18.2 17.8 17.3 

7000 1 19.6 19.1 18.4 18.0 17.5 17.0 

8000 -1 19.4 18.8 18.1 17.8 17.3 16.8 

9000 -3 19.1 18.6 17.9 17.6 17.1 16.6 
10000 -5 18.8 18.3 17.7 17.3 16.9 16.4 
11000 -7 18.6 18.0 17.5 17.1 16.7 16.2 
12000 -9  17.8 17.3 16.9 16.5 16.0 

13000 -11   17.1 16.7 16.3 15.8 
14000 -13    16.5 16.1 15.6 
15000 -15     16.0 15.4 

16000 -17       

 

 

 
* Best power, leaned to 60° - 70° before Peak EGT (cf. Section 
4.25). When leaning to best economy the engine power decreases 

by approx. 3 - 5 %. The fuel flow decreases by approx. 10 - 15 % 

 

Note: To maintain constant power correct manifold pressure by 0,1 
in Hg for each 3°C variation in outside temperature away 
from standard altitude temperature. Add manifold pressure 

for temperatures above standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-11B 

Power setting table for 55 % power 
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0 15 24.2 23.3 22.7 22.0 21.5 21.0 

 

 
Fuel and 2ower setting table, Lycoming O-320-DlA 

Manifold pressure (in Hg ) 
for 65 % of rated power (72 hp)* 

Fuel flow 32 1/h (8.45 us gal/h) 

Pressure Temp. Speed (min- 
1
) 

altitude ISA 
(ft) ( o c ) 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 

L ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

1000 13 23.8 23.0 22.4 21.8 21.2 20.8 

2000 11 23.6 22.8 22.1 21.5 21.0 20.5 

3000 9 23.3 22.5 21.8 21.2 20.7 20.2 

4000 7 23.0 22.3 21.5 21.0 20.5 19.9 

5000 5 22.7 22.0 21.2 20.7 20.2 19.6 

6000 3 22.4 21.7 21.0 20.5 20.0 19.4 

7000 1 22.1 21.5 20.8 20.3 19.8 19.2 

8000 -1  21.2 20.5 20.0 19.6 19.0 

9000 -3   20.3 19.8 19.4 18.8 

10000 -5    19.6 19.2 18.6 

11000 -7      18. 

12000 -9       

13000 -11       

14000 -13       

15000 -15       

16000 -17       

 

 

 
* Best power, leaned to 60° - 70° before Peak EGT (cf. Section 

4.25). When leaning to best economy the engine power decreases  

by approx. 3 - 5 %. The fuel flow decreases by approx. 10 - 15 % 

 

Note:  To maintain constant power correct manifold pressure by 0,1 

in Hg for each 3°C variation in outside temperature away 

from standard altitude temperature. Add manifold pressure 

for temperatures above standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-llC 

Power setting table for 65 % power 
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Fuel and power setting table, Lycom ing 0-320-DlA 

 

Manifold pressure (in Hg) 

for 75 % of rated power (72 hp) 

Fuel flow 37 1/h (9.77 US gal(h)* 
 

Pressure 
altitude 

Temp. Speed ( min- 1) 
ISA 

(ft) (OC) 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 

0 15  25.9 25.0 24.4 23.8 23.3 

1000 13  25.5 24.8 24.1 23.5 23.0 

2000 11  25.2 24.5 23.8 23.3 22.7 

3000 9  25.0 24.2 23.6 23.0 22.4 

4000 7  24.7 24.0 23.4 22.8 22.1 

5000 5   23.7 23.1 22.5 21.8 

6000 3    22.9 22.3 21.6 

7000 1     22.1 21.3 

8000 -1      21.0 

9000 -3       

10000 -5       

11000 -7       

12000 -9       

13000 -11       

14000 -13       

15000 -15       

16000 -17       

 

 

 

 

 

* Best power, leaned to 60° - 70° before Peak EGT (cf. Section 
4.25). When leaning to best economy the engine power decreases 

by approx. 3 - 5 %. The fuel flow decreases by approx. 10 - 15 % 

 

Note: To maintain constant power correct manifold  pressure by 0,1 

in Hg for each 3°C variation in outside  temperature away 

from standard altitud e temperature. Add manifold pressure 

for temperatures above standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5- l l D 

Poiver setting   table  for    75 %   power 
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-------------------- 

 

 
Cruise s2eeds  

Weight: 715 kg (1576 lbs) 

Fuel consumption * 
Power ( % ) 

45 %  25 1/h (6.6 us gal/h ) 
55 %  28 , 5 1/h (7.5 us gal/h) 
65 %  32 1/h (8.45 us gal/h) 
75 %  37 1/h (9.77 us gal/h) 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

Cruise pressure alt. 

Power 

 

Cruise speed 

 

 

 

 

9000 ft 

65 % 

 

269 km/h 

(145 kts) TAS 

 

,=i  --- ,·--r rc.    :   ,,• ··  r
'·'  .·J, :1+1 .(r 4T:r:·.trrn r -r  rrr-; 1<,1.,

 
.' •

 ,    ' 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* Best power, leaned to 60° - 70° before Peak EGT (cf. Sec. 4.25). 

When leaning to best economy, engine power decreases by approx. 

3 - 5 % and flight performance by approx. 2 - 3 %. Fuel flow de 

creases by approx. 10 - 15 %. 

 

Figure 5-13 

Cruise speeds 
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------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Cruise range 
(including climb and descent) 

Conditions: 
mixture leaned to best 
economy (cf. Sec. 4.25) 
full tank (160 1/42.26 US gal) 

 

 

Example: 
Cruise pressure altitude 

Power 

 

 

9500 ft 

55 % 

 

Not;e 

No winds and only 2 1 (0.52 
US gal) of fuel for -taxying 
and -take-off considered 

Cruise range with reserve 1290 km 

(696 NM) 

Cruise range without res. 1480 km 

(800 NM) 

 

 
 

 
Figure 5-15 

Cruise range 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Maximum flight time 
(including time to climb and 

Conditions: 

mixture leaned to best 

economy (cf. Sec. 4.25) 

full tank (160 1) 

 

 
to descend) 

Example: 

Cruise pressure altitude 

Power 

 

 

 
 

9500 ft 

55 % 

 

Note 
No wind and only 2 1 (0.52 
US gal) of fuel for taxying 
and take-off considered 

Flight time with reserve 5,1 h 

Flight time without reserve 5,75 h 

 

 
 

Figure 5-17 
Maximum flight time 

L 
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Landing distances 

Conditions: 

idling position, 

runway paved, flat and dry 

approach speed 150 km/h (Bl kts) IAS 

brakes fully applied 

MLW 680 kg (1500 lbs) 

Example: 

 

 
Correction factors for 

landing run distance: 

grass runway, even, dry: 

G=l,25 (increase); land 

ing  weight  each  50kg 

( ll0lbs) less : 

L = 0.9 (decrease) 

OAT 

Pressure altitude 

Head wind 

22°C 

870 ft 

8 kts 

Caution 

On wet grass (braking effect) 

and down-slope runways the 

landing distance can increase 

Landing run distance 310 rn/1017 ft 

15m/50ft barrier dist.665 rn/2181 ft 
greatly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

\   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-19 

Landing distances 

 

h •- +t+-t-t-- 1000(3280) 

 

..- r900 (2952) 
l- 

           

·c ' 

00 (2 296) 

 

 

  
  

 

 
L111.ndin9 
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6.1      General 

In order to achieve best performance, safety and good flying char 

acteristics, the aircraft must be flown with a weight and centre  

of gravity position within the approved operating range. Although 

the aircraft offers tremendous flexibility  in loading, it cannot 

be flown with maximum passenger loading, full fuel tanks and maxi 

mum baggage. Before take-off, the pilot must ensure that the air 

craft's load lies within the approved loading range. The change in 

the centre of gravity position must also be considered due to the 

fuel consumption. 
 

Bad loading carries consequences for any aircraft. An overloaded 
aeroplane will not take off, climb or cruise as well as a properly 
loaded one. The heavier the aircraft, the less climb performance 
will be. 

 

The centre of gravity position (C.G.P.) is a determining factor for 
flight characteristcis. If the centre of gravity (C.G.) is too far 
forward, it may be difficult for any aircraft to rotate, take off 
or land. If the C.G. is too far aft, the aircraft may rotate 
prematurely on take-off and tend to pitch up during climb. A C.G. 
which is too far aft may lead to inadverted stalling or even  
spins. Spin recovery is more difficult the further aft of the 
approved C.G.P. the C.G. lies. A properly loaded aircraft, how 
ever, will show the intended flight characteristics and perform 
ance. 

 

Before the aircraft is delivered, it is weighed and a basic empty 

weight and the empty weight centre of gravity position are comput 

ed (the basic empty weight consists of the standard  empty weight 

of the aircraft plus the optional equipment). Using the basic  

empty weight and the C.G.P., the pilot can determine the take-off 

weight and C.G.P. for the loaded aircraft and check that they are 

within the approved weight and C.G. range. 

The basic empty weight and the C.G.P., which are determined during 
the detailed inspection, are recorded in the Basic  Empty Weight 

and Centre of Gravity Table (Fig. 6-2) and the current values in 
the Weight and Balance Record (Fig. 6-3). Whenever the equipment  
is changed or any modification work is done, the mechanic or the 
inspector responsible is required to determine the new  empty 
weight and centre of gravity position by computing or weighing and 
to write these in the Weight and Balance Record. The owner should 
make sure that this has been done as the current values should al 
ways be used. 

 

A weight and balance calculation  is necessary to determine  how 
much fuel or baggage can be boarded and still remain within allow 
able limits. Check calculations prior to adding fuel to ensure 
against overloading. 
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The following pages serve as forms to be used to record aircraft 

weight and to compute basic empty weight, empty weight centre of 
gravity position and load. The load includes usable fuel, pilot, 
passenger and baggage. 

 

 

 
6.3 Weighing procedure 

Before delivery, the manufacturer weighs each aircraft in order to 

determine weight and centre of gravity position. These data are 
found in the "Basic Empty Weight and Centre of Gravity" Table  
(Fig. 6-2). Changes to equipment or aircraft modifications may re 

quire a new weighing of the aeroplane. The following weighing pro 
cedure should be used to determine the basic empty weight and 
centre of gravity position. 

 

Preparation 

 

1.  Check that all items in the equipment list are installed in 
their proper place in the aircraft. 

 

2.  Clean and dry the aircraft and remove all foreign bodies such 
as tools etc. 

 

3.  Defuel the aircraft and open all fuel drains until all remain 
ing fuel is drained. Run the engine until all undrainable fuel 

is used and the engine stops. Then re-add the amount of  

unusable fuel. 

4. Fill engine oil to full capacity. 

S. Put controls, trim and pedal adjustment into the neutral posi- 

\.. . tion and close canopies. 
 

6. Weigh the aircraft inside closed doors to prevent errors in 
scale readings due to the influence of wind. 

 

Levelling 

 

1.  Place three scales (two of 
height for the two main gear 
ing to the gear dimensions. 
the centre of the scales. 

 

 
which must be exactly the same 

wheels) on a flat surface accord 
The aircraft's wheels must be on 
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2.  Level the aircraft longitudinally by retracting  the nose gear 

to an 8° angle on the left side of the aft canopy frame (Fig. 6-

1). The nose wheel has to be aligned backwards and centred on 
the scale. 

 

Weighing and empty weight centre of gravity position 

 

1. Read the scales and write the values in the Weighing Record. To 
get the net weight, deduct the tare (e.g. chock blocks, etc.) 
from the gross weight. 

 

2. Mark the reference station (RS) and the centre of the wheels on 
a flat surface (floor) from which the arms can be measured. 

 

Caution 
 

The arms must; be re-measured after each weighing. 
Despite  unchanged aircraft; at;t;it;ude, the nose 

wheel  arm (XN) can differ due t;o different; bend 
ing of the nose gear strut; resulting from weight; 

differences etc. 
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Type: SC 01 B-160 

Serial No.: 

 
Date: 

Registration No.: 

 

Reference station (RS): main wing root (SS 321.0 cm/126.4 in) 

Reference plane (RP): side station (SS 0) 

Reference line (RL): canopy frame aft left, = 8.0° to water 

line (template) 

 

ss 0 

 
 

ss 321,0 ( 11.6.'I ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dim. 
 

l e ft WMl 

right WMr 

front Lll\l 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Wei ghi ng (Total) 
 

 
 

 

Subtr. (-), Additions (,)(if aoorooriatp) 

    

    

    

Sub . ,Add.   (Total)       

 

              We  i gh   i n g   ( To t a l  )    _    _     _     _ _    

S ub.  ,   Add .   ( Tot a l )                                                                                                                

Empty We i g ht       

Figure 6 - 1 

Weighing record 

(Use either kg and cm or lbs and inches) 

W e i  
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WEIGHT AND BALANCE 
& CHANGES TO EQUIPMENT UST 

Mid  America Avionics, Inc. - Auburn 

2710 CR 60, Auburn, IN, 46706 
FAA CRS M2ZD2180 

REGISTRATION NO.: N925TA 

MAKE: Gyroftug FFT 

MODEL: SC01 B-160 

SERIAL NO. : S60 

M.A.A. WORK ORDER : 500022 

PREPARED BY: R.LRainwaters 

DATE: 12 Dec. 2005 

 

In Out ITEM Weight Arm Moment 

   

AIRCRAFT 1099.34 129.61 142486.80 

  

X 
IND -450 DME Indicator 
Collins pin 622 -3671-001 si n 1929 0.60 52.60 31.56 

  

X 
TCR-451 OfvlE Rcvr / Tran s 
Co llins   pin 622-36 70.00 1 sin  7567 5.70 105.10 599.07 

      

      

      

  
.SUBTOTAL 1093.04 

 
141856.17 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

  
TOTAL 1093.04 129.78 141856.17 

New Empty Weig ht: 1093.04 
New Center of Grc:vity : 1 29.78 
New Useful Load: 482.96 

/r2Lf-!j 
 



 

 

WEIGHT/BALANCE  &     EQUIPMENT LIST REVISION 23-MAY-97 

Top  Flight Avionics. Inc_ FAA CRSff TFGRB31K 

1661 Airport Road 

 
HrJ r k \'  ' s    T u 1  l · P.v    I  n c 

I R :?S I IUl) l. j n q t•IJOn d 

B l o o mf i r,, I d . i'1 I - 111,S" 1 

Waterford. MI 48 327 

 
1 1n    H·, I ( : 

r r  1 ,     -111:, 11 

': II : 

 

OLD    > 

 

"n" 1::;    r,: 1··10        V E   D * 

i'll l f l ll l TM ! 111 

AH ·· I OS 

HSl J  · 2 1 

 
 
 
 

1 f , r·r , I! - r : 
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l•JE [( Ill 

J.()97.6 7 
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f :G 

l 29 . 7- 1 
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NEW  > l'JEJGHT 

1.099. 3-   1 

CG 

129 .6 1 

M(H1E tlT 

112486.80 
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INSTALLED 

 
WEIGHT/BALANCE  &    EQUIPMENT LIST REVISION 23-FEB-95 

Top FL£ghL Av£on£c-0, Inc. - FAA CRS# TFGR831K 

1661 A£4po4L Road - WaLe46o4d, MI 48327 

 

H e4 k y' -0 Tu4 key , I nc. 
1 82 5 HunL£ngwood 

BLoom6 £eLd HLLL-0 MI. 48304 

N925TA 

SPEED CANARD SC01-B-160 
S# 60 

 

OLD > 

- REMOVED - 

- - 
ARGUS 5000 MOVING MAP DISP 1 74 .90 
WDA -5005 WEATHER DIS ADP 29 .32 
DVR 300I VOICE REC CLOCK 16.76 
KR -87  163. 13 
INV-450 
KA44B 

 31 . 56 
215.88 

W X - 1 0 A STORMS COP E 567.63 

W X - 1 0A AN T. ST!l RM SCO P l: I 27 . 20 

KA-60 DME ANT. 31.44 
CI-102 ANTENNA MKR 131. 10 

TCR-451 DME RECEI R 599.07 

 
 
 
 
 
 

NEW> WEIGHT 
1097.67 

CG 

1 29 . 74 

MOMENT 

142406.65 

 

IL £-0 Lhe p£ LoL'-0 4 e-0 pon-0£ b£ LLy Lo Load Lhe A/C p4ope4Ly aL aLL LLme-0. 

The "OLD" 6£gu4e-0 we4 e Laken 64om a documenL daLed 27-JUL-92. 

 

WEIGHT CG MOMENT 

1078.40 1 30.44 140671. 14 

 

TDF-100D ADF REC. -2.45 49.70 -121. 77 

TDI-10 ADF IND . - 1 .20 52 .8 1 -63.37 
TA-10 ADF ANTENNA -1. 70 7 4. 61 -126.84 

MID-CONT. CLOCK ELECTRIC CLOCK -0.75 54.00 -40.50 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

63.37 

 

-:e.,- ., .. 

MICH Zll' 48304 STAn: 

r 

'11c>JJ Ji'liglit· Avio,iics., Irie. 
I CH 6  Alrp<,>1l Road 

Waterford, Michigan 40327 

(313)000-1777 

- - -,- ., - -.,...........-......- --  - --·---,..--~  -----  -  

 

 

 

 

 1/EIGll'l'  & DJ\LJ\NCI FOllM 

• MAKE SPEED CAN1).fiRrn1.SCOl-B-l60S/M 60 ,.,,•"\ 111m.  II N925TA 

OIHIElt HERKY'S TURKEY, INC._ ll/O II ------------ 2053 

AIJIHlE!HJ 1825 HU TIN.GW i_-t c;::_,f, :. 

U
1 

ll  
II     

'f   B-L--OOMFIEL
. .

D
-..-,·   

HILLS 
,,,.,..,--

'·,,
i
._

'
.
\1 '>
,
\
,

f I     > 

- - :_::.:,,'-'- ------ -------- 
lTEtl 1/ 1 lf:11'1' /llltl I IOIIF.111' 

PREVIOUS 
AIIWHAFT Etl'l!J'Y Ul ll:IIT DATE: 5-15-92 

INSTALLED: 

TERRA TX-760D COM.RED  

TERRA TX-760D COM.REC. 

TERRA TN-200D NAV/G.S. REC. 

TERRA TN-200D NAV/REC.· 

TERRA TDF-lOOD ADF REC. 

TERRA TDI-10 ADP.IND. 
TERRA TA-10 ADP.ANT. 

 

1045.0 

 

2.04 

2.04 

1.43 

1.14 

2.45 

l.   20 

l.   70 
,_.        1..:    :.1.•>r l    ':l l) l  l      X  JJ-U. R      R F C I I II  ':! 1 Li 9_.20  I 1·.1 1 1   1 • 



 

 

h u 

SEE TO· 

-:,.- ,..,   ... .       - -- . .. -    ... ...-=·. 

.50 72.60 36.30 

TERRA TM-2 3 MKR.REC. .45 52.64 23.69 

TERRA TRI- NAV . NAV. IND. l.   25 52.79 65.99 

TERRA AT-3 000 BLIND ENC. .5 111.60 55.80 

CENTURY NS D-360A HSI. IND. 4.8 51.07 245.14 

CENTURY 1C707-l OMNI/LOC CONV. .7 112.1 78.47 

NORTHS T AR M-1 LORAN REC. 4.2 49.23 206.77 

NORTH ST AR AN-105 LORAN ANT. .4 87.10 34.84 
ADV ELECT RO NIC RSU-21 SWITHCHIN X  . . 5 50.10 25.05 

ACK E-01 ELT 3..5 98.1 343.35 

MID CO NT INE NT MD40-50 REPEATER I .4 95.0 38.0 

Mn.Re 1·?a l-\ N tiN ifolit ,tCTRIC CLOCK .75 . 54.0  40.5
 

RC ALLEN Al615 TURN &    BANK 1.0 53.1 53.·1 

- - lJ.[ , J j   i'j '   R· ft6f1 sf ) e: ": 140671.14 

l ,, "". ' ---•!::fj lloi,.- .... '..:ia'!'.J/  ) · R.- 
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6.5 Weight and balance data 

The basic empty weight and centre of gravity position listed in  

the following table are for the aircraft as delivered from the 

factory. These figures only apply for this specific aeroplane. 

Basic empty weight at delivery: 

Type 

Serial No. 
Registration 
Date 

 

Basic empty weight 

(kg) (...1-e s-r 
Centre of gravity 

position (cm) (.,i.,n j 
Moment 

(kg cm) (.1-bs . · tfi    ) 
 

 

 
Load: 

MTOW 

 

Basic empty weight 

 

Load 

(kg) (lbs) (kg) (1-es) (kg) ( l bs "Y 

 
(1576) 

 

 

 

 
 

The empty weight includes all unusable fuel and oil as well as the 
entire equipment according to the equipment list. 

 

 

 
Caution 

The empty weight and the empty weight centre of 
gravity position distinctly differ from the basic 

data if ballast or equipment is mounted or demount 
ed. For weight and balance calculations always use 
the current data from the Weight and Balance Report 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - 2 

Basic Empty Weight and Centre of Gravity Position 
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6.7  Weight and balance record 

 

The basic empty weight and the centre of gravity position of the 

aircraft as delivered  from the factory are the first entries in  

the Weight and Balance Record. It is provided to  record  the 

current status of the basic empty weight, the basic empty weight 

centre of gravity position and a complete history of modifications 

and any changes to the installed equipment. 

 

Any change to the permanently installed equipment or modification 

which affects weight or centre of gravity must be entered into the 

Weight and Balance Record. 

 

For the determination of take-off weight and the centre of gravity 

use the current basic empty weight and the basic empty weight  

centre of gravity position. 
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Fi  g ur  e    6   -  8 

Weight  and   Balance Record 
( En t e r    di  me n s i  on s   e i  t her  in     kg    and    cm or    lbs and  i  n ch e s ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------  
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6.9 Balance determination 

a.  Add the weight of all items to be loaded to the basic empty 
weight 

 

b.  Use the load distribution graph (Fig. 6-4) and  the loading  
graph (Fig. 6-5) to determine the moment of the load. 

c. Add the moment of the load to the basic empty weight moment. 

d.  Enter the point resulting from the sum of the weight and total 
moments into the graph "Approved centre of gravity range" (Fig. 

6-6). 
If the aircraft is properly loaded this point is within the 

bordered section, Otherwise, reduce the load and repeat the 
balance determination. 
Divide the total moment by the total weight to determine the 
centre of gravity position. 

 

The basic empty weight moments and thus the flight weight moments 

are valid for extended gear. There will be only small changes by 

retracting the gear. 

 

 

 
Basic empty weight 
Pilot (front seat) 
Passenger (rear seat) 
Fuel (total) 

Baggage (max. 15 kg) 
Gear retracted 

Total loaded aircraft 

 

Weight 

(kg)(lbs) 

 

Arm 

(cm)(in) 

 

193/ 76.0 

302/118.9 

312/122.8 

275/108.3 

Moment 

(kg cm)(lbs.in) 

 

 

 

 

 

210/ 182 

 

 
Totals must be within approved weight and centre of gravity lim 

its. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figur e 6 - 4 

Load distribution 
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Figure 6 - 5 

Loading graph 
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Figure 6 - 6 

Approved centre of gravity range 
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6.11 Loading example 

This is only to demonstrate how to use the tables and graphs. 

 

 
Weight 

(kg)(lbs) 

Basic empty weight (example) 447/ 985.5 

 

Arm 

(cm)(in) 

336/132.3 

 
Moment 

(kg cm)(lbs.in) 

150192/130382 

Pilot (front seat) 79/ 174.1 193/ 7 .o 15247/ 13233 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Totals must be within approved weight and centre of gravity lim 
its. 

 

The point resulting from weight and moment of the loaded aircraft 
must be within the bordered section in the graph "Approved Centre 
of Gravity". (Fig. 6-6). 

Passenger (rear seat) 65/ 143. 3 302/118.9 19630/ 17038 
Fuel 130 1 95/ 209.4 312/122.8 29640/ 25714 

Baggage (max. 15 kg) 4/ 8.8 275/108.3 1100/ 954 

Gear retracted   210/ 182 

Total loads aircraft 690/1521.1 313/123.2 216029/187503 
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Sample aircraft 
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Figure 6 - 6 

Approved centre of gravity range 

(Example) 
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6.13 Equipment list 

The following equipment list includes all possible equipment for 
the SC 01 SPEED CANARD. Those items which are used for defining  
the standard empty weight and the centre of gravity position  at 
the time of delivery are marked. 

The items of equipment are divided into the following categories: 
 

\,   

 

A 

I 

E 

Eng 
F 

 
Avionics 
Instruments 

Electrical equipment 

Engine 

Fuselage 

 

Code definitions: 
 

A Equipment that must be installed 

B Standard equipment 
C Optional equipment 

D Other equipment not included in the empty weight 
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A      1 VHF COMC 

Item Code  WeightItem Mark if

  Arm 

---------------------------------------------- --------------- 
No, Manufacturer/Type install. (kg/lbs)  (cm/ins) 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Becker 1 A005 ·x· 

 
 

 
A 6 C NAV Antenna (incl. cable) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial no.: $ lo Registration no.:ll#l1J/,  Sheet No.: 1 
Equipment list dated: d'.S-. 0 5' . ,( 

Becker AR 3201 0.85/1.87 140/ 55.1 

A 2 B COM Antenna (incl. cable) Winglet left 
  0.29/0.63 490/193 

 FFT SC 9904 . . 0.4 /0.88 490/193 

A 3 C VHF-NAV Receiver   

   Becker NR 2029 1.2 /2.64 140/ 55.1 

A 4 C NAV Indicator   

   Becker IN 2041 0.8 /1.76 140/ 55.1 

A 5 C ATC Transponder   

   Becker ATC 2000 1.2 /2.64 140/ 55.1 

Gyroflug SC-9410 . x. 0.4 /0.88 360/141.7 

A 7 C XPDR Antenna (incl. cable)   

   Becker 1 A032 0.3 /0.66 180/ 70.8 

A 8 C VHF COM  

   Becker AR-2009/25 1.3 /2.86 140/ 55,1 

A 9 C VHF-NAV Receiver  

   Becker NR 3301 0.82/1.8 140/ 55.1 

A 10 C NAV Indicator  

   Becker IN 3300-(6) 1.0 /2.2 140/ 55.1 

A 11 C UHF-GS and Marker Receiver   

   Becker GM 2020 0.8 /1.76 160/ 63.0 

A 12 C MKR Antenna (incl. cable)   

   AS Cleveland 0.3 /0.66 360/141.7 

A 13 C ADF Receiver  

    1.0 /2.2 140/ 55,1 

A 14 C ADF Indicator  
   Becker ID 2070 0.5 /1.1 140/ 55.1 
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Item 
No. 

Code Item 

Manufacturer/Type 

Mark if Weight Arm 
install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

A  15 C ADF Antenna (incl. cable) 

 

 

 

 

FFT SC 9904 : X : 
 

0.4 /0.88 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A  24 C 

 

A  25 C 

 

A  26 C 

 

A  27 C 

 

A  28 C 

 
Directional gyro 

King KG 102 

 

Flux valve 
King KMT 112 

 

Sync. control 
King KY 51B 

 

NAV Indicator HSI 

King KI 525A 

ATC Controller 

Becker CU 2000-(2)-01 

 

 

1.95/4.30 355/139.8 

 

0.15/0.33 370/145.7 

 

0.09/0.20 150/ 59.1 

 

1.78/3.92 140/ 55.1 

 

0.26/0.57 150/ 59.1 

Serial no.: .S o Registration no. : tlilnll  Sheet No.: 2 
Equipment list dated: /1.J. tJ.S. 1'1,,t 

Becker ANT 2070 

A  16 C Inverter 

1.7 /3.74 240/ 94.5 

Becker VR 2070 0.5 /1.1 180/ 70.9 

A 17 B COM Antenna (incl. cable) Winglet right 
   Becker 1 A005 0.29/0.64 490/193.0 

     490/193.0 

A 18 C DME   

   King KN 63 1.27/2.79 350/137.8 

 

A 19 
 

C 

 

DME Indicator 
King KDI 572 

 

0.36/0.8 

 

140/ 55.1 

A 20 C DME Antenna (incl. cable)   

   King KA 60 0.3 /0.66 320/126.0 

 

A 21 
 

C DME Coder 

Becker DC 3300(-2) 

 

0.1 /0.22 

 

160/ 63.0 

A 22 C NAV Indicator   

   Becker IN 3300-(4) 1.0 /2.2 140/ 55.1 

A 23 C Antenna filter   

   DMH 23-1 0.15/0.33 140/ 55.1 
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Item Code 
No. 

Item 
Manufacturer/Type 

Mark if  Weight Arm 

install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

A  35 C 

 

 
A  36 C 

 

A  37 C 

+ push rod 
S-TEC 65 l.50/3.31 370/145.7 

Autopilot pitch servo 

+ push rod 
S-TEC 65 l.50/3.31 160/ 63.0 

Autopilot pressure transducer 

S-TEC 65 0.05/0.11 243/ 96.7 

Autopilot trim control box 

FFT 0.15/0.33 140/ 55.1 

A 38 C CE-Jack box and cables 

Cresta electronics .... l.50/3.31 220/ 86.6 

TERRA TX-760D ./'_. 2.04 50.0 

TERRA TX-760D ·_·)·_ 2.04 50.0 
TERRA TN-200D 1.43 50.0 
TERRA TN-200D .,X. 1.14 50.0 

TERRA TDF-100D ·6'\ . 2.45 49.7 

TERRA TDI-10 ._xx·. 1.20 52.81 
TERRA TA-10 1.70 74.61 

  J_ -- - =.?- 9- ------·;< .  ?_·- -------- -·-?.9 

Serial no.: S 6c 

Equipment list dated:/ ,S". 

Registration no.: Sheet No.: 2A 

A 29 C Autopilot mode selector  

  S-TEC 65  0.27/0.60 140/ 55.1 

A 30 C Autopilot annunciator  
  S-TEC 65  0.40/0.88 140/ 55.1 

A 31 
 

C Autopilot 
S-TEC 65 

turn co-ordinator  
0.82/1.81 140/ 55.1 

A 32 C Autopilot roll computer  

  S-TEC 65  l.50/3.31 355/139.8 

A 33 C Autopilot pitch computer  

  S-TEC 65  l.50/3.31 355/139.8 

A 34 C Autopilot roll servo  
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TERRA TM-23 . . .45 52.64 

. x. 
:.x: 

. .x. . 

TERRA AT-3000 . 5 111.60 

Item Code 

No. 

Item 

Manufacturer/Type 
Mark if Weight Arm 
install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

KING KA-60 ·i · .50 72.60 

TERRA TRI-NAV 

·
.
i
.x
·
. l.   25 52.79 

CENTURY NSD-360A 4.8 51.07 
CENTURY IC707-l   . 7 112.l 
NORTHSTAR ' M-1 . X. 4.2 49.23 

NORTHATAR AN-105 .4 87.10 
ADV ELECTRONIC 
RSU-21 .J. . .5 50.10 

ACK E-01 ELT . X. . 3.5 98.l 
MID CONTINENT 

MD40-50 . /.... .4 95.0 

MID CONTINENT 
ELECTRIC CLOCK .75 54.0 

RC ALLEN Al615 . X. . 1.0 53.l 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L 
 

 

 

 

 

Serial no.: f Registration no.: RJ:/ Sheet No.: 5 
Equipment list dated1 /J-:()$". 1''/1,<J 
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Item Code 

No. 

Item 

Manufacturer/Type 
Mark if Weight Arm 

install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial no.1       .J' Registration no.:  RJ:/Sheet   No'.: 5 

Equipment list dated: /J: 05". ,fl/'?,(/ 
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.x. 

X. 

Item Code 

No. 

 

Item 
Manufacturer/Type 

Mark if Weight Arm 

install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

Airspeed indicator (front panel) 

Winter 6 FMS 451 (km/h) .... 0.25/0.55 140/ 55.1 

Winter 6 FMS 452 (kts) 0.25/0.55 140/ 55.1 

Attitude gyro 
EDO-Aire 5000 B-20 

Sigma TEK 5000 B-38 .)<. 

Altimeter (front panel) 
Aerosonic 101720-01461 
United Instruments 

5934 PM-1 . . 

 

0.88/1.94 140/ 55.1 

0.88/1.94 140/ 55.1 

 

0.69/1.52 140/ 55.1 

0.69/1.52 140/ 55.1 
 

Vertical speed indicator (_!:i;9.nt panel) 

Winter 5 St VM  15-2 - 0.25/0.55 140/ 55.1 
 

Turn and bank indicator 
United Instruments 

Typ 9501 
 

Directional gyro 
EDO-Aire 4000 B-8 
Sigma TEK 4000 B-30 

 

::)(: 

0.6 /1.32 140/ 55.1 

 

l.12/2.46 140/ 55.1 

l.12/2.46 140/ 55.1 

Magnetic compass (front panel) 

Airpath C 2400 L   4 P . 0.20/0.44 120/ 47.2 

Suction gauge / 

EDO-Aire 09007-16 .x.. 0.02/0.04 140/ 55.1 

Tachometer (front panel) 

: x: 0.25/0.55 

 

 

. x. 0.10/0.22 

I 12 C Carburettor temperature gauge 

Weston 29 - 209 0.46/1.01 140/ 55.1 

 

 

Serial no.:  S 6<J Registration no.: f'Tlf Sheet No.: 3. 

Equipment list dated: /.,['. <JS ,,(qtf/4 

I 1 A 

 
I 

 
2 

 
C 

 
I 

 
3 

 
A 

 
I 

 
4 

 
 

B 

I 5 
 

C 

 
I 

 
6 

 
C 

 
I 

 
7 

 
A 

I 8 
 

C 

I 9 
 

A 

 MotoMeter Sander 0.23/0.51 140/ 55.1 

VDO-FFT P/N 700 104  140/ 55.1 

I 10 A Manifold pressure gauge (front panel) 

  Aviall P/N 7-100-1 .)('. 0.19/0.42 140/ 55.1 

I 11 A Running time meter    

  Bauser Typ 607  140/ 55.1 
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.x. 

. x. 

.x . 

.x. 

Item Code 

No. 

Item 

Manufacturer/Type 

Mark if  Weight Arm 

install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

 

 

 

 

VDO-FFT P/N 700 074 - - 
I 14 A Compensating tank 

Winter 

I 15 B Suction pump 

EDO 1 U 128-002 

. x . 

. x . 

 
0.21/0.46 110/ 43.3 

 

0.98/2.16 379/149.2 

I 16 B Suction valve 

EDO 2 H 3-23 . x. 
 

0.16/0.35 171/ 67.3 

I 17 B Suction filter 

EDO 1 I 7-1 0.1 /0.22 110/ 43.3 

I 18 A Yaw string 

I 19 (reserved) 

I 20 C Instrument console (back seat) 

with landing gear 

indicators .x.  1.2 /2.64 243/ 

 

95.7 

I 21 C Altimeter (rear panel) 

Winter 4 FGH 10 0.3 /0.66 243/ 95.7 

I 22 C Airspeed indicator (rear panel) 

Winter 6 FMS 451 (km/h) 0.25/0.55 243/ 95.7 
Winter 6 FMS 452 (kts) 0.25/0.55 243/ 95.7 

I 23 C Pitot, heatable 

AOA Gauting PR 603/2/4 0.35/0.77 93/ 36.6 

 

I 24 C  Vertical speed indicator (rear panel) 

with compensating tank 

Winter 5 S + VM 15-2 0.25/0.55 243/95.7 

 

 

Serial no.: S 6tJ Registration no.:N'1J.11J# Sheet No.: 4 
Equipment list dated: /0 . o, . ,(' '!,,l 

I 13 A Engine control combination gauge 

(oil pressure, oil temperature, 

voltage, cylinder head temp., 

 

 fuel, EGT) 

Jaeger Indicator 6 

601-292,02 (front panel) 0.37/0.81 140/ 55.1 
 0.46/1.01 140/ 55.1 
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I 25 C Magnetic compass (rear panel) 

>?.) 

Item Code Item Mark if Weight Arm 
No. Manufacturer/yTpe install. (kg/lbs)  (cm/ins) 

---------------------------------------------- ------------------ 
Airpath C 2300 0.2 /0.44 243/ 95.7 

 

I 26 C Tachometer (rear panel) 

MotoMeter ·x· 0.23/0.50 243/ 95.7 

  VDO-FFT P/N 700 104 . . 0.25/0.55 243/ 95.7 

I 27 C Manifold pressure gauge 
7-1001 

(r
.
ear panel) 

}( . 0.19/0.42 

 

243/ 

 

95.7 

I 28 C Encoding altimeter 

AM 8140 

 
0.8 /1.76 

 
140/ 

 
55.1 

I 28A C Blind encoder 
ACK A 30 

 
0.33/0.73 

 
130/ 

 
51.2 

I 29 C Night flight lamp (front 

Osram 41509 0.3 /0.66 175/ 68.9 
 

I 30 C Night flight lamp (rear s 

 

I 31 

Osram 41509 0.3 /0.66 250/ 98.4 

C 2nd altimeter (front panel) 

  Aerosonic 101720-01461 0.69/1.52 140/ 55.1 

I 32 C Clock 

Thommen B 13 

 
0.2 /0.44 

 
140/ 

 
55.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial no.:  ..f {;,,; Registration no.: NZ/RJI/ Sheet No.: 5. 
Equipment list dated: /J,  . /! 
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fuses (each 0.025 kg) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E  13 A 

       0.04/0.09 110/ 43.3 

 

 

Serial no.: S 60 Registration no.:tVZt.fll:I Sheet No.: 6 

Equipment list dated: ,/..J. t, S-. ,('f r 

Item Code  Item Mark if Weight Arm 
No.  Manufacturer/Type install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

E 1 A Battery front 11.0/24.2 162/ 63.8 

 

E 

 

2 

rear .)('... 11.0/24.2 340/133.9 

A Alternator 

   Bosch . x. 4.2 /9.24 437/172.0 

E 3 A Fuse panel, 18 autom. 
  

   
Klixon / ETA 0.45/1.00 188/ 74.0 

E 4 A Fuse panel, 6 fuse switches   

   (each 0.04 kg)   

   Servotex / Klixon .Y. . 0.24/0.53 178/ 70.9 

E 5 A Alternator fuse   

   Platter and Brumfield 0.05/0.11 168/ 66.1 
   Buss 0.12/0.26 351/138.2 

E 6 
 

A Starter relay 
  

Kissling . k . 0.55/1.21 351/138.2 

E 7 A Battery relay 

Kissling . X . 
 
0.55/1.21 

 
351/138.2 

E 8 C Landing light 
General Electric . ¥.. 

 
0.2 /0.44 

 
63/ 24.8 

E 9 A Trim motor 
   

Magnetic CG 27 SX-30 
(stroke 60 mm) .¥. . 0.55/1.21 240/ 94.5 

E  10 A ng gear relay panel -  
0.21/0.46 171/ 67.3 

 
E 

 
11 

 
A Landing gear switch 

   

Honeywell . f . 0.03/0.07 140/ 55.1 

 

E 12 

 

A Landing gear motor 

Geist 70/30 . X . 
 

1.00/2.2 

 

105/ 41.3 
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X'. 

 
Item Code 
No. 

E  14 A 

 
Item 

Manufacturer/Type 

2 landing gear lamps 
Bosch 

 

Mark if Weight Arm 
install . (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

... 0.02/0.04 140/ 55.1 

E 15 B Warning lamp "low on fuel" 

Bosch 

 
0.01/0.02 140/ 55.1 

E 16 A Warning lamp "fire warning" 

. 

bo / 

 

0.01/0.02 140/ 55.1 

.. . l.46/3.21 360/ 63.8 

..x.. 
 

0.22/0.48 

 

460/181.1 

.x. 
 

0.22/0.48 

 

460/181.1 

. )(. 
 

0.13/0.29 

 

150/ 59.1 

. x 
 

0.02/0.04 

 

150/ 59.1 

X 
 
 

 
E 24 A Landing gear limit switch_,v. 

Hartmann I'-. 

 

 
0.02/0.04 120/ 47.2 

E  25 A Trim switch 

S-TEC .x. 
0.01/0.02 171/ 67.3 

0.01/0.02 171/ 67.3 

 

 

 

E  28 C Flight governor Century IIb 
Control unit 

 
0.45/0.99 140/ 55.1 

 

 

Serial no.: .S 60 Registration no.:IV"J,l...PJlsheet No.: 7 

Equipment list dated:/. . { 

 Bosch / Lumitas 

E 17 B Strobe light - energy - 
Wheelen 

E 18 B Strobe/Nav. light right 
Wheelen 

E 19 B Strobe/NAv. light left 
Wheelen 

E 20 A Ignition switch 
Bendix 

E 21 A Master switch 

Marquardt 

E 22 A Primer switch 

Rafi 

E 23 A Alternator lamp 

Bosch 

 

 0.02/0.04 150/ 59.1 

. -x.. 
 
0,01/0.02 

 
150/ 59.1 

 

 

E 26 

 
A 

 

Landing gear horn .x.  

0.06/0.13 

 

225/ 88.6 

E 27 A Fire horn .,.,C 0.06/0.13 225/ 88.6 
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Item 
No, 

Code 
 

Item 
Manufacturer/Type 

 

Mark if Weight Arm 

install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

E 29 C Flight governor 

Coupleur NAV 0.5 /1.10 140/ 55.1 

E 30 C Flight governor servo 

+ push rod 1.0 /2.20 370/145.7 

.¥. . 

.x. 

 
0.07/0.15 82/ 32.3 

 
0.02/0.04 225/ 88.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial no.: $  60 Registration no.: Sheet No.: 8 

Equipment list dated: ./,. c,-;s-_ /'f"/ 

E 31 A Stall warning 
Gyroflug 

system 

E 32 A Stall warning 
Gyroflug 

horn 
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Item 

No. 

Code 
 

Item 

Manufacturer/Type 

 

Mark if 

install. 

 

Weight 

(kg/lbs) 

 

Arm 

(cm/ins) 

Engl A 

 

Eng2 A 

 

 
Eng3 A 

Engine incl. access. 

Lycoming 0-320-DlA 

 

Propeller incl. hub 

MT-Propeller 

MTV-6-C/LD 152-7 

Spinner 

MT-Propeller 

.>.<: . 155.7/342.5 412/162.2 

 

. X . 11.0125.96 4611101.5 

1.56/3,43 465/183.0 

Eng4 A 

 

Eng5 A 

Oil cooler 

Behr 23.077.20.001 

 

Air filter 

Mann C 1939 

.x. 

. ), ( 

0.98/2.16 396/155.9 

 

0.15/0.33 365/143.7 
 

Eng6 A Propeller governor 

Woodward 210968 

included in 

engine weight 

Eng7 A Carburettor 

Marvel Schebler MA 4 SPA 

included in 

engine weight 

Eng8 A Magnetos 

Bendix left S4LN-21, 
right S4LN-204 

Slick left 4273 

right 4242 

included in 

engine weight 

 

included in 

engine weight 

Eng9 A Noise absorber 

6301 

included in 

engine weight 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial no.: Sw 
Equipment list dated: /. 

 

Registration no.:tv"i:J6Til Sheet No.: 9 
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Item 

No. 

Code Item Mark if  Weight Arm 

Manufacturer/Type install. (kg/lbs) (cm/ins) 

F 1 A 2 main gear wheels (rim) v 
Cleveland 40-78 B . <'. . 3.96/8.71 346/136.2 

F 2 A 2 main gear tyres (incl . tube) 

Goodyear 5.00-5 .)(. 2.8 /6.16 346/136.2 
 

F 3 A Nose gear wheel (rim) 

Scott .:><. 
XN acc. 

0.85/1.87 weighing 

F 4 A Nose gear tyre (incl. tube_.l... _ 
McGreary  10 x 3,50-4 X.. 

F 5 A 2 main brake cylinders Tost Form 7 without arm 

XN acc. 
1.25/2.75 weighing 

 

 

F 6 A 

058271 

 

2 main brakes, Cleveland 

piston housing 30-9 

Cleveland disc 164-01700 

.¥.. 0.68/1.50 320/125.0 

 

 
l.48/3.26 350/137.8 

F 6 .1 A 

 

 

 
F 7 A 

 

2 main brakes (bigger disc) 

Cleveland piston housing 30-9 

Tost disc special D 180 , / 

Tost plate special 7734.4...-'\ . 

 

Fuel valve 

 

 

 
1.9 /4.18 350/137.8 

Rothelmann 0.3 /0.66 325/128.0 

F 8 B Cushion, front seat 

 
F 9 

 
F 10 

 

F  11 Safety belts, rear seat 

 

F 12 

 

 

Serial no.: S6o Registration no.: Sheet No.: 10 

Equipment list dated: / ..r.  . 1' 

Gyroflug 1.4 /3.08 185/ 72.8 

B Cushion, rear seat 

Gyroflug 1.4 /3.08 

 

296/116.5 

A Safety belts, front seat v 
Autoflug BAGU/SCHUG FAG 7. /'!-. l.17/2.57 

 

185/ 72.8 

A 

Autoflug BAGU/SCHUG FAG 1 . X. 
 
l.17/2.57 

 
296/116.5 

C Head rest, front seat 

Gyroflug 

 
0.3 /0.66 

 
243/ 95.7 
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Item Code 
No. 

F 13 C 

 
 

F 14 C 

 

F 15 C 

 

Item 
Manufacturer/Type 

 

Head rest, rear seat 

Gyroflug 
 

Landing light plexiglass 

Gyroflug 
 

landing light housing 
(S 39 and onwards) 
Gyroflug 

Mark if  Weight Arm 

install. (kg/lbs)  (cm/ins) 

 

0.3 /0.66 350/137.8 

 

0.03/0.07 58/ 22.8 

 

 
0.15/0.33 58/ 22.8 

F 16 A Egress hammer 

(USA) GHE 5430350 

 

0.2 /0.44 243/ 95.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial no.:$  /,o Registration no.:tV2llTJ/sheet No.: 11 

Equipment list dated: vis.17.r. -I "'l 

.X'. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

/ 
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7.1 General 

The SPEED CANARD is a two seater sport and business  plane in 

canard configuration. The aircraft is a composite fibre con 
struction and is driven by a reciprocated engine with a push pro 
peller at the rear. The nose gear is retractable. 

 

 

 
7.3 Airframe 

 

The entire airframe of the SPEED CANARD is made of modern fibre 

composites and particularly of fibre re-inforced plastics (FRP). 

Those high-loaded parts such as wing spars, spar box and front  

wing gear incorporate carbon fibres. The main and nose gear struts 

are made of carbon and aramide fibres. 

 

The aircraft is equipped with two plexiglass canopies which allow 
an excellent all-round view. Boarding can be facilitated by semi 
retracting the nose gear. The wing-fuselage attachment is a large 
strake in which the two tanks are also incorporated. 

 

The wing is single-trapezoid and has a laminar flow Eppler E 793 
airfoil. The wing tips are made as winglets which, on the one hand 
reduce induced drag and, on the other hand, provide directional 
stabilisation. The winglets also incorporate rudder control. The 
wings have I-spars which are connected to each other by the spar 
box which is integrated in the fuselage. 

 

The front wing is a rectangular wing with a great aspect ratio 
which incorporates the elevator control. The front wing has an E 
1231 high-lift airfoil with a Fowler split flap over the total 
length of the wing. The full-length I-spar also has carbon chords. 

 

The entire airframe is covered with white varnish to protect it 

against humidity, ultra-violet rays and excessive heating. The 
painting should not be changed and the surface must be kept clean. 
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7.5 Flight control systems 

 

The SPEED CANARD is equipped with dual flight controls. The side 

sticks are installed on the right-hand side of the cockpit. Elev 

ator and ailerons are actuated through pushrods. The elevator is 

spring-loaded and has a spring trim which is electrically operated 

by a switch in the switch and fuse console.  The linking rods of 

the elevator, trim and ailerons are equipped with Hotellier joints 

at the wing attachment points to facilitate disassembly of  the 

main and front wings. 

 

Rudder control is made by pedals which can be adjusted at the  
front seat. The two rudders are pivoted by cable lines.  The 
rudders have to be operated independently. The hydraulic  disc 
brakes are actuated by working the pedals beyond the rudder stop 
mark. Together with the non-controllable, free-wheeling nose gear, 
the brakes also allow direction control on the ground. 

 

 

 
7.7 Instrwnent panel 

Flight instruments are grouped in the upper part of the panel, 
i.e. airspeed indicator, attitude gyro and altimeter (from left to 

right) and right of the altimeter the vertical speed indicator. In 

the pilot's field of vision a yaw string is attached to the canopy 

to facilitate proper co-ordination of the controls and to check 

non-yawing. 
 

Navigation and avionic equipment is mounted in the centre of the 

instrument panel along with the turn and bank indicator, 

directional gyro and CDI and RBI indications. 

mounted on the cover of the instrument panel. 
The compass is 

 

The engine control instruments are div ided into engine operation 
instruments and engine control instruments. The engine operation 
instruments such as tachometer and manifold pressure gauge and the 
engine control gauges for fuel consumption, oil pressure and tem 
perature, CHT, EGT, battery voltage (integrated in one gauge) and 
vacuum and caburettor temperature correspond to standard instru 
ment installation. 

 

Ignition lock, master switch, alternator  control lamp and primer 

button are mounted in a separate mid-console. Gear switch and gear 
control lamps are installed above. The fire warning system lamp is 
mounted in the upper part of the panel, left of the airspeed 
indicator. 
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An instrument panel for the back seat is an optional accessory.  
The standard panel can be seen on page 7-4. 

 

Since the SPEED CANARD is equipped according to customer's 

requirements, other panel variations are possible. 
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Instrument panel - standard version 

 
33 3Z 

10 

 
 

 

 

30 
 

17 

 
 

19 
 

22 

21----/;r==i -::::::.:::'>f-L.. 

18 

a 

 

,,-31 

 

 

 

Basic equipment 

01 - Compass 

02 - Airspeed indicator 
03 - Altimeter sensitive/coarse 
04 - Vertical speed indicator 
05 - Selector switch for auxiliary 

static system 

06 - Engine control gauges for oil 
temp., oil pressure, CHT, EGT, 

fuel supply (switchable right/ 

left) , battery voltage 

08 - Manifold pressur e gauge 

09 - Tachometer 

10 - Fire warning lamp 
11 - Fuel warning lamp 
12 - Alternator lamp 
13 - Ignition lock 
14 - Primer button 
15 - Master switch 
16 - Landing gear switch and 

control lamps 

 
17 - Release for nose 

gear ground locking 

18 - Operating hours meter 
19 - Air conditioning 
20 - Circuit breaker land 

ing gear 

21 - Heating 
22 - Ventilation switch 

for the heating 

Optional equipment 

31 - Turn indicator 
32 - Vacuum gauge 
33 - Attitude gyro 
34 - Avionics panel for 

COM/NAV, ADF, XPDR , 

DME 

35 - Audio control panel 
INTERCOM 

36 - VOR indication ( CDI) 
37 - ADF 
38 - COM II (Bec ker AR 

3201) 

39 - Carbure ttor heat 
control 
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Back seat instrument panel (optional equipment) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 

 
 
 
 
 

5 6 4 7 8 

 

 

 

 

 
01 - Magne tic compas s 
02 - Airspeed indicator 
03 - Altimeter 

04 - Vertical speed indicator 
05 - Manifold pressur e gauge 
06 - Tachometer 

 
07 - Another 2" instrument 

according to customer's 

requirements 
08 - Engine control  gauge 
09 - Landing gear indication 

10 - Landing gear switch 
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7.9 Landing gear 

 

The SPEED CANARD is equipped with a tricycle nose wheel landing 

gear. The nose gear is electrically retractable. The landing gear 

is driven through a ball spindle by a geared engine. Once end 

position has been reached, the engine shuts off automatically. The 

position of the landing gear is indicated as follows: 

green 

red 

 

 
both lamps out 

gear fully extended 

 

transition phase - the gear is in a position be 
tween the two limits. This position does not 
(yet) correspond to the position of the landing 
gear switch 

gear fully retracted 

When the gear is fully retracted and the throttle placed below 160 

km/h (86 kts), a signal horn sounds. 

 

Should the geared engine not start although the gear switch is in 
the DOWN position and the fuse operative, the geared engine can be 

released to perform an emergency extension through the pinion in 
the drive gear of the ball spindle. The emergency extension lever 
has to be pushed forward until distinct resistance is felt. A gas 
spring extends the nose gear. The gear is locked by toothed gears. 

It is, therefore, necessary to link the geared engine back to the 
drive by retracting the lever arm after the gear has been fully 
extended which is signalled by a distinct sound and  illumination 
of the green lamp. 

 

The nose gear has a trailing wheel with a friction brake in order 

to avoid nose wheel flutter. The main wheels have tyres of size 
5.00 - 5 and hydraulic disc brakes. The brakes provide direction 
control on the ground and allow very narrow turning manoeuvres. An 
additional circuit breaker in the gear retracting circuit ( see 
page 7-3, no. 20) protects the nose gear strut against mechanical 
damage caused by a jamming of the retracting gear. 

 

As an optional accessory, the back instrument panel can be equipp 

ed with a second landing gear switch. In this case, the gear is 

extended if one of the two switches is in the DOWN position. To 

retract the gear, both switches must be in the UP position. 
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